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A Pattern for Substantiating Quantity Discounts
by ROGER A. KOSLOSKE
Expense Controller, Mi cr o, a Division of Minneapolis- Honeywell Regulator Company

A discount given to a customer or class of customers is price differentiation. It is not intended to be price discrimination forbidden by
law, yet the task of demonstrating the cost savings which render a
discount a normal and legal business practice is seldom simple. In
this article, there is set forth a method followed by a company with
numerous discount classes within product divisions, to isolate for
one division the cost effects of quantity purchases by customers.

approved June 19, 1936, has probably caused
T as much anxiety to the accounting
profession as any piece of legislation in the
HE ROBINSON - PATMAN ACT,

past twenty years. It was enacted to prohibit price discrimination between customers of a particular seller. The sphere of operation of the Act is limited to
sales of goods of like grade and quality in interstate commerce to at least two
customers who will resell, consume, or use them within the jurisdiction of the
United States government. In addition, before the Act is operative, competition
of the seller has to be lessened, injured, or destroyed, resulting in a monopoly
for the seller.
This act differentiates, though, between price discrimination and price differentiation. The latter is permissible where there is a difference in grade, quality,
methods of production, methods of distribution, sales cost, credit risk, or any
other cost differences as between customers. Where these cost differences exist,
it is not mandatory that a seller allow these savings to its customers. Likewise,
when a seller does pass on these savings in costs to its customers through the
medium of price differentials, it is not mandatory that the seller allow price
differentials which match the cost savings, dollar for dollar. The restrictions
of the Act apply only in those cases where the price differential given exceeds
the savings in cost.
DE CE MB E R, 1 95 2
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Price differentials between customers are accomplished through the means
of varying list prices and varying discounts. The latter are comprised of cash
discounts, trade discounts, quantity discounts, and other types of discounts and
allowances, such as for advertising, brokerage fees, etc., and form the most prevalent means of accomplishing a price differential pricing policy.
It is apparent, therefore, that discounts play a very important part in the pricing
policy of any company. Inasmuch as discounts derive their importance from the
fact that they create price differentials, they may and often do come under the
scrutiny of the Federal Trade Commission which administers the Robinson Patman Act. Because of this actuality, it is extremely necessary for any company
using the discount method of creating price differentials to be able to substantiate
its discount structure, should this governmental agency decide that the company
has price differentials which are discriminatory as between customers.
Planning a Pilot Study in One of Seven Producf Divisions
Substantiating a discount policy is an extremely expensive proposition. It
requires a detailed study involving a great deal of effort and time. Although
most companies know that it is much cheaper to sell in large quantities rather
than in small quantities, the problem of proving the cost savings of such a sales
policy causes no small amount of concern. Furthermore, those companies which
in the past have been censured for effecting what the Federal Trade Commission
decided were discriminatory discount policies, have, in most cases, found their
methods of proof disallowed on mere technicalities. Records of these cases are
available. But, after studying them, many questions remain unanswered. Consequently, most companies requiring such substantiation would have to start
from scratch.
Our company faced the possibility of having to substantiate our discount
policy which serves as the method for creating price differentials to customers
who use our products in their manufacturing processes. We know that savings,
both tangible and intangible, due to quantity sales, are present. But how could
we earmark them? We decided to make a study to establish procedures to accomplish this result. We realized that, to substantiate our discount policy, we had
to prove that we had varying savings due to differences in methods of production,
methods of distribution, sales costs, credit risks, etc., attributable to sales orders
of varying quantities. The results of our study, which follow, have shown us
the procedures we could use. We obtained no final answer to our study, but we
have a plan to follow when it is required.
Our discount structure is divided into seven main divisions. Each division
480
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contains the varying discounts applicable to all the product classes falling within
it. The boundaries of each division are established by the similarity of products.
To understand the discount division structure as used in our company, it is necessary to realize that we manufacture over five thousand variations of precision
switching devices. Obviously, it would be impracticable to establish a discount
structure for each switch. Thus, we group all switches of one major type into
a division.
For example, let us examine Division H of our discount structure. It contains
twenty -five different switch classes. Each switch class may contain hundreds of
switch variations. The twenty -five different classes of switches are all related,
i. e., they are substantially die cast enclosed, sheet metal clad, and basic types of
switches. Consequently, when our customers purchase any variation of these
switches, the discount to which they are entitled falls within Discount Division
H.
Inasmuch as the largest percentage of our sales falls within our Discount Division H, which has ten discount ranges, we decided it would be most helpful
to us to undertake a study which would produce procedures for the substantiation of this division. One type of switch and two different customers were chosen,
around which to build this study. Customer A orders in small quantities and
Customer B orders in large quantities. The switch, referred to as switch Type S,
is representative, inasmuch as it is sold individually and also in quantities in the
thousands. The study could have been built around any other type of switch in
this discount division.
Sales Order Costs
During the year 1951, Customer B placed eight orders for 11,904 Type S
switches, against which we shipped 10,660 switches. The average discount
allowed was 48.67 per cent, so that the average net selling price to this customer
was $.719 switch. During the same year, Customer A placed twenty -four orders
for 580 Type S switches against which we shipped 580 switches. The average
discount was 26.64 per cent, so that the average net selling price to this customer was $1.03 per switch. Thus, we sold Type S switches to Customer B at a
discount of 22.03 per cent more than to Customer A.
Our sales order costs alone justified this differential. Upon examination, we
discovered that the average cost per sales order, exclusive of factory service departments and nonapplicable sales departments, was $16.61. Using this cost
figure and the direct cost of sales figure, the following cost comparison was possible for the 1951 sales of Type S switches to the above two customers.
DE CE MB E R, 1 95 2
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AVERAGE SALES ORDER COSTS PER SWITCH
CUSTOMER A

CUSTOMER B

Direct cost of sales
Order and invoice costs

$207.42
408.72

$3,613.10
142.96

Total costs

$616.14

$3,756.06

580

10,660

Type S switches to absorb these costs
Cost per switch
Average discount allowed from a list price of $1.40
Selling price per switch —net
Profit per switch

$1.06
26.64%
$1.03
$—.03

$352
48.67%
$319
$367

The foregoing table shows that we sold Type S switches to Customer A at a
loss of three cents each, whereas we made a profit on sales to Customer B of almost thirty seven cents each. Although we allowed an average discount of 22.03
per cent more to Customer B, we enjoyed a profit of 28.35 per cent more on
Customer B's orders than on Customer A's orders reflected in sales of this one
type of switch. Obviously, this is not the result of all sales to small order customers, but, in the illustration, we were justified in allowing the increased discounts on Customer B's orders.

"Make Order" Costs
In our company, we maintain a section in our engineering division which
has to satisfy every request for a switch variation requested by a customer. These
requests are designated by us as "make orders." They require design skill to produce a sample of the switch variation which will meet all requirements before
being placed in production.
As a further comparison between the two customers, we examined make order
costs for each. During 1951 Customer A placed two make orders with us, which
resulted in the sale of thirty six Type S switches. During the same year Customer
B placed three make orders with us, resulting in the sale of 4810 Type S switches.
An examination showed that our cost per make order is $15.68. Thus, the following comparison is possible:
MAKE ORDER COST PER SWITCH
CUSTOMER A

2 make orders (36 switches)
3 make orders (4810 switches)
Make order cost per switch

CUSTOMER B

$31.36
$ .87

$47,04
$.0098

As previously mentioned, we allowed Customer B 22.03 per cent more discount than Customer A, but our make order costs for Type S switch sales were
482
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approximately 86 cents more per switch sold to Customer A than to Customer
B, although we charged only thirty cents more per switch. Thus, there are substantial savings to us when we institute a make order resulting in the sale of a
large quantity of switches. Through our discount policy, we pass on a substantial
portion to the large quantity customer.
Credit Risk
In the experience of our company, there is considerably more risk and resulting expense when we extend credit to small customers. Realizing the necessity
of extending credit to our customers regardless of size, we have to absorb the
additional risk and expense. Price differentials are legal if the credit risk between
customers varies. Thus, the next step in our study was to determine how much
more, percentagewise, it was costing us to extend credit to all sizes of customers.
An analysis was made of our bad debt write -off for the years 1950 and 1951.
The results of this analysis showed us that the average loss per switch for these
two years for the small order bad risks was over three times that for the large
order bad risks. When we related this to our selling price for our Type S switch,
we found that the loss per switch for the small customer bad risks was twenty
nine per cent of selling price and, for the large customer bad risks, nine per cent
of selling price. We divided our customers for this purpose by discount divisions
and then arbitrarily into these two groups.
These results were obtained only on the basis of the actual bad risks. To result
in more effective information, the bad debt losses have to be related to total
orders. This would then offer results applicable to the overall pricing policies.
There are additional credit expenses which should be analyzed and placed
on a per unit basis in order to obtain comparative unit costs as between different
sized customers. The costs of form follow up letters, dictated follow up letters,
telephone calls, collection agency expense, etc., all have to be related to the
different sized customers, in order to establish per unit costs for these functions.
When this is accomplished, there are evident credit risk differentials between
customers, which are helpful in substantiating different prices to different customers.
Packaging Costs
Probably as many articles have been written recently about packaging costs
as any other current accounting problem, and justly so. These costs can no longer
be overlooked as incidental costs about which nothing can be done. On the conDE CE MB E R, 1 95 2
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trary, most companies —ours included— scrutinize these costs very carefully, in
order to effect reductions and yet improve the packaging methods. Because of
the importance of these costs today, any attempt to compute cost differentials
between customers has to include the difference in packaging costs necessary to
fill sales orders.
In our company, we discovered that, in order to fill small orders, we had to
use and handle more packaging materials per switch than to fill large orders.
In the illustration at hand, our Type S switch is boxed for shipment in metal edged cartons in quantities of twenty five to the box. We purchase these cartons
in flat bundles, affix the metal edges in a special machine, and fold them in the
shape required by our Type S switch. Our cost to set up one of these boxes for
use in packaging is $.12085 each. The expensiveness may be surprising, but we
have to use the best packaging materials available, in order to protect in shipment the precision products which we manufacture.
It is the policy of our shipping department to ship Type S switches in this
type of box, even when an order is for less than twenty five switches. However,
use of this box is limited to packaging only down to ten Type S switches per
box. If an order is received for less than ten Type S switches, it is packaged in
a different type box which costs us $.081 each. All Type S switches are packed
after final inspection in twenty-five lot boxes. This packing labor cost is $375
per 1000 switches.
In order to illustrate the difference in packaging costs necessary for the 1951
sales to the two customers mentioned in this paper, the following table is shown:
PACKAGING COSTS
CUSTOMER A
Bo xe s us e d

AT $120.85 M
At $81.00 M

Switches packaged
Packing cost per switch
Boxes per 1000 switches

Cost

CUSTOMER 8
Bo xe s us e d

Cost

28
8

$3.38
.65

428
7

$51.72
.57

36

$4.03

435

$52.29

580
$.0069
62

10,660
$.0049
41

In the quantities ordered by these two customers in 1951, it cost us $ 2 more
per thousand Type S switches just for the packing carton. In addition, the following additional costs are necessary to fill the small quantity orders:
I. The costs to wrap and seal 21 additional
packages per 1000 switches.
2. The costs of addressing and stamping 21
additional packages.
484

3. The postal insurance paper work for 21
additional packages.
4. The physical handling costs of 21 additional packages.
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Likewise, when Type S switches are repacked from the twenty five per box
lots into the boxes used for less than ten lots, the original packing costs of our
assembly department are lost, inasmuch as all Type S switches are packaged for
storage. In the illustration, this loss is negligible, but, over the course of a year,
it is a substantial amount. It is probable, in our business, that by far the greater
share of these lost packing labor costs are due to repacking necessary to fill small
quantity orders.
Packaging is one function of our shipping and finished goods department.
Storage is another. To fill numerous orders for small numbers of switches, it
is necessary to maintain a supply of switches in the stock room. This storage
necessitates:
I. Additional physical handling costs.
2. Space costs.
3. Insurance costs.

4. Costs for racks, shelves, etc.
5. Inventory handling costs.

These costs, in large part, are eliminated when we fill large orders, because
the latter are filled as they come off the production line. Small orders cannot be
filled in this manner. Thus, there is a storage cost differential between customers
which has to be computed in order to substantiate the discount policy of any
organization.
Basic Production Costs
During 1951 the costs of producing our switches decreased in many instances
on the basis of "cost per switch." This was due to numerous reasons, the main
ones being:
I. Better material prices as a result of being able to buy in more advantageous
quanfifies —after allowance for the basic
price increases of the inflationary trend

between 1950 and 1951.
2 Better application of labor.
3. Improved methods of production.

Larger production is the answer to the occurrence of the above three conditions.
Doubtless, the larger production was possible only through the task of acquainting and convincing customers who could buy in large quantities, to use our products in those quantities. Although it is thus logical to credit the large - quantity
purchasing customers with the savings due to a reduction in per switch production
costs, the Federal Trade Commission allows such savings to be considered, only
if averaged among all customers. Nevertheless, we wanted to be in a position
to have the information available, should this commission decide to allow production savings to those customers deserving it. In our study, Type S switch was
again used to determine production savings as between customers.
D E C E M B E R , 1952
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In 1950 there were fewer users of our Type S switches than in 1951 and the
typical purchaser bought in much smaller quantities. Our field engineers developed a market of large -order customers. This was done by informing our
large customers of the various possible applications of the switch. After this
was accomplished, it was apparent that our methods of producing the Type S
switch at that time, could not suffice to fill the demand which was to come during
the end of 1950 and in 1951. A specific example was the tooling. During most
of 1950, we were producing Type S switches with pre - production tooling. We
changed to production tooling and were thus able to produce in very large quantities at a lower cost. In short, because our field engineers adapted Type S switch
to meet customer requirements, a demand for large quantities was created. Thus,
this cost reduction was possible because we changed our production methods in
order to meet the demand represented by these large orders.
Likewise, our material costs did not increase as much as the general overall
inflationary increases between 1950 and 1951. As we began to receive large
orders, we could purchase at a much more advantageous price. This more economical purchasing was the result of the large orders we received.
Toward the end of 1950 and in 1951, we more effectively applied our labor
force in the production of Type S switches. In order to fill the large - quantity
orders, our production methods had to be changed and the various labor operations improved. This was done and our labor cost per switch was reduced in
1951, in spite of the fact that wage and salary rates increased considerably. Hence,
a considerable saving resulted in labor costs in 1951 and is attributable to the
large - quantity orders received from customers.
Finally, although the burden which has to be absorbed in our production costs
increased tremendously in 1951, our burden cost for Type S switches (and most
of our other switches) decreased on a per switch basis. This was due to improvement in production methods and labor application and was brought about, as
previously stated, through the increase in large - quantity orders. It was possible
to absorb less burden per switch through the reduction of the burden base in
each switch.
In the final analysis, it is logical to assume that savings in the production
of the Type S switch due to design changes, production improvements, better
labor application, and burden reduction per switch, are largely the result of
large- quanitity orders by customers. These changes and improvements would
not have been undertaken, in the main, if they were not necessary to fill large quantity orders, because it just is not good business sense to spend large amounts
of money if there is not a foreseeable way in which they can be recovered.
486
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Below is a table showing a comparison of Micro's production costs of the
Type S switch between 1950 and 1951:

1950

1951

27.19
112.30
190.83

22.17
95.23
181.14

$330.32

$

Material
Labor
Burden

i

COST TO PRODUCE 1000 TYPE S
SWITCHES

$298.54

The total decrease in cost of $31.78 per one thousand switches amounts to 2.3
per cent of list price or 9.6 per cent of 1950 production costs. As mentioned
previously, although production savings result from a large -sized order market,
the Federal Trade Commission does not recognize this fact. A change in the
policies of the Commission may correct this injustice to the large - quantity
buyer. We want to be able to show production savings as part of the cost
difference between our customers. It is for this reason that we included production savings in our discount substantiation study.
Other Costs
Any procedure for substantiating a company's discount policy would have to
include additional cost comparisons between small -order and large -order customers. Below are some items of cost which would have to be examined, should
such comparisons need to be made. No attempt is made to provide these additional cost comparisons in connection with a particular type of switch or
customer.
These will include:
Stenographic, file and mail costs —
I. Paper and envelopes.
2. Dictation of correspondence and memoranda to customers and for intercompany
purposes.
3. Intercompany dispersal of copies.
4. Filing sales orders, change orders, copies

of correspondence and memoranda, quo tations, telegram copies, shipping notices,
and engineers' reports.
5. Placing correspondence and memoranda
in envelopes, sealing, stamping, and
mailing.

These costs plague every company because of their size. Obviously, when
an average of ten dollars of these expenses is necessary on an order for twenty five switches and a like amount necessary on an order for one thousand, these
costs per switch for the small order are forty times as great for the large order.
DE CE M BE R , 7 95 2
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Accounts receivable costs. —It takes the same amount of time and expense
for handling, posting, and the follow -up by our accounts receivable department
of an invoice for ten switches as an invoice for one thousand switches. Thus
we could prove a difference in cost per switch between small orders and large
orders.
Tabulating costs. —Every invoice is eventually punched out on a tabulating
card. The punching time difference per card is negligible. Thus, the cost per
switch for the tabulating process is greater as the number of switches per invoice decreases. Likewise, the other tabulating processes, such as printing,
sorting, etc., cost no more for a large order than a small order. It is apparent,
therefore, that the costs of this department, on a per switch basis, are more
for small orders and would become a part of the cost differential between large
and small -order customers.
Telegram, teletype and telephone costs.—The communication costs of any
company run into many dollars. If a company desired to compute cost differences between customers, it would have to establish the costs of a telegram, a
teletype message and a telephone call and relate them to the different customers.
This being accomplished, it is a certainty that small orders necessitate higher
communication costs, percentage -wise, than large orders.
Catalog costs. —In spite of the fact that catalogs are an expensive proposition, they are available to both large and small -order customers. Because this
is so, small-order customers accounts have to absorb the cost of catalogs they
receive at a larger cost per switch than do the large order customers. Consequently, it would be necessary to include the catalog cost differential as between
large and small -order customers.
Tooling costs. —In companies where tools, dies, jigs, molds, and fixtures
amount to hundreds of thousands of dollars annually, as is the case in ours,
almost all these production devices are traceable to a particular product. In
our case, each switch variation requires special tooling. We are able, in almost
every instance, to connect these tooling programs with specific customers. Consequently, we are able to arrive at a tooling cost per switch for most of our
customers which proves to be greater on small orders than on large orders.
Furthermore, an individual tooling program may run into thousands of dollars.
This is paid for in one of two ways:
I. Directly by the customers.
2. Indirectly by the customers through the
488

profits obtainable through their large
orders.
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We do not undertake expensive tooling programs, or any tooling program,
unless there is ample evidence to show that the costs will be recovered through
one of these two ways. Therefore, if our customers pay for the tooling directly,
they benefit through increased discounts. This is true because our customers,
obviously, will not underwrite these expenditures unless they are going to
order in large enough quantities to benefit from the expenditures. If they pay
for them indirectly, they will place large orders with us, resulting in increased
profits. Consequently, they benefit through increased discounts.
Where we make or purchase tools to make switches for small orders, the
profits are smaller and the tooling costs greater, percentagewise. Thus, these
customers receive smaller discounts, which should be the case.
Field engineering costs. —Our company maintains a field engineering staff

available to all our customers, regardless of size. The cost per switch ordered
for this function decreases as the size of the order increases. The cost differential between customers is obtainable because the following information is
usually recorded by the field engineer on his call report;
I. The length of time spent on each customer.

2. The product discussed by the field engineer and customer.

(In view of the fact that requiring this information would direct field engineering time from more profitable channels and that it could be out -dated in a
matter of months or weeks, we do not require that it be available from call
reports at all times).
With this information we could allocate salaries, travel expense, automobile
expenses, etc., to each order. Likewise, we could allocate the expense of maintaining our field engineering offices to the various orders. This being done,
the cost per switch for our field engineering services would undoubtedy be
greater for the small -order customers.
Conclusion
The task of substantiating discounts allowed by any company, would involve
a great amount of effort and expense. But, regardless of this fact, it would
have to be accomplished, should the discount schedule of any company be questioned by the Federal Trade Commission. This paper was written to outline the
procedure which would be used in our company, should such a task become
necessary.
DE CE M BE R , 1 95 2
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Will Direct Costing Theory Stand Inspection?
by GEORGE W. FRANK
Member of the Accounting Staff, Control Division, E) plosives Department, E. 1. duPont de Nemours,
Wilmington, Delaware

What is a company getting when it adopts direct costing? Acknowledging that the segregation of fixed and variable costs and the wilization of break -even analysis are in the same general area as direct
costing and, with like techniques, are either prerequisites or companion developments, the author of this article points out they are
far from exclusive to it. He furtler contends that the case for
direct costing, as commonly presented, rests on two assumptions —
both open to question —that fixed costs are not costs of production
and that fluctuations in unabsorbed burden are an impenetrable mystery to management.

SINCE JONATHAN N. HARRIS wrore his stimulating article, "What Did
E VER
We Earn Last Month ?" in the
for January 15, 1936 inN.A.C.A. Bulletin

troducing the direct cost plan, increasing attention has been given to this effective
method of controlling costs. That this interest has increased recently is evidenced by the number of articles on this subject which have appeared in the
N.A.C.A. Bulletin within the past year and by the fact that direct costing was
the topic of one of the discussion sessions at the 1952 annual cost conference.
These writings would seem to indicate that the subject has lately provoked
much thought and action. Therefore, perhaps now would be an appropriate
time to carefully analyze some of the maim points advanced by the direct cost
theorists, to determine whether they are correct. It could be that some of the
enthusiastic acceptance in unwise —the consequence of insufficient knowledge
or lack of complete understanding of this costing plan. This article is an attempt to evaluate the assumptions underlying direct costing theory and to point
out the possible divergencies of these assumptions from sound accounting theory
and the effects they can have on cost and internal reporting techniques, as well
as on financial statements.
Assumptions Underlying the Direct Cost Plan
There can be little argument as to the benefits direct costing yields in directing the attention of a cost system towards the separation of fixed and variable
costs. Much useful managerial information is made available when the effects
of fixed and variable costs are known and studied. The different behavior pat490
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terns of these costs have long been recognized as the most influential factors
to be considered in reviewing unit costs and profit figures computed from a
company's accounting records. Many procedures have been initiated with the
prime purpose of giving proper recognition to the diametrically opposite behavior characteristics of fixed and variable costs. Direct costing is such a plan
and has been adopted in many instances with the hope of securing adequate
control and understanding of costs.
However, before discarding other similar control methods set up to obtain
accurate costing and correct inventory valuations, such as the concept of normal
capacity, it might be well to review the basic assumptions which gave rise to the
introduction of direct costing. Also, it is wise to make sure that this method
of costing, while purporting to overcome certain difficulties, does not bring up
new or even more elusive problems in their places.
The most important assumption of direct cost plan is that which states that
fixed costs, because of their special nature, are not really costs of production but
are facilitating costs and, as such, should not be made part of any burden rate
or charged to production. Instead, they are to be deducted in total from gross
profit, regardless of the production level attained. Fixed costs, therefore, will
not be included in work -in- process or finished goods inventories. This assumption is deferred for consideration later on in the paper. Other assumptions, not
quite as basic, are that large amounts of over- and under - absorbed burden are
the rule and that management is incapable of understanding clearly the effects
of fixed expenses on unit cost figures. These latter assumptions are often appealed to as a means for gaining popular acceptance of the plan.
It could be that, since 1936 when the direct cost plan was first mentioned,
there have been significant developments in the fields of cost accounting and
industrial management, so that the difficulties once present in applying burden
as a cost have been alleviated and even eliminated. Probably (it seems to me)
direct costing is not a possible satisfactory solution, even though it remains
simple to apply and understand. It is the contention here that it over - simplifies
at the expense of accuracy. To simplify does not necessarily mean to improve.
Unapplied Burden Not the Problem It Once Was
It is a frequent practice, when attempting to depict flaws in existing theory
and to advocate new techniques in its place, to develop an extreme case of incorrect results from present practice. This is a favorite device of economists who,
perhaps, may be excused on the basis that their subect matter is often quite
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theoretical or abstract and calls for this type of analysis. However, frequently,
the supposed practical accountant, who is concerned with facts and figures and
with making things work, has seen fit to use the same approach in the hope of
disproving a particular theory.
This appears to have been the case with the early advocates of direct costing.
A favorite illustration of theirs was to present two income statements, each with
the same volume of sales but with final profit figures quite different, or two
income statements in which the one with the larger sales volume yields the lower
profit figure. In both cases, management, usually the president, is represented
as asking how such results are possible. The accountant is called in to supply
the answer and he blames the results all on unabsorbed burden. Management
is then assumed to become naively confused by this explanation, being pictured
as knowing little about the effects of low volume and high unit costs.
The sequel is, of course, that the accountant is prevailed upon to redesign
his records so as to do away with the baffling possibility which the sample statements highlight. His simplification takes the form of direct costing in which
fixed costs, the villain of the story, are prevented by segregation from bringing
about any recurrence of (supposedly) contradictory profit reporting.
However, nowadays, it has been generally agreed that the use of a burden
rate based on normal capacity will, in most instances, charge the proper amount
of overhead to production and thus to inventories. This burden rate will allocate both fixed and variable expenses to inventories. It must be recognized that
the instances in which there will be large amounts of over- and unabsorbed
burden are the exception and that no costing procedure should be predicated
on the basis of serving the needs of the exception.
Many articles have been written and much coverage given in accounting texts
to the problems encountered in establishing a satisfactory normal burden rate.
Within the fifteen years since Mr. Harris came out with his ideas on direct costing, it must be admitted that much progress has been made in the field of forecasting and of being able to keep production uniform throughout the year and
normal from one year to the next. During the 1930's, because of the many
uncertainties and fluctuation, it is easy to visualize the difficulties an accountant
met in establishing a representative normal burden rate and to sympathize with
his embarrassment in explaining large over- or under - absorbed burden figures
which resulted from factors he was unable to control or foresee. It is not difficult to understand why he should cease trying to arrive at a burden rate which
would not give rise to such variations and which would charge fixed expenses
to inventories without results of this sort. At the same time, it must be clearly
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understood that direct costing did not provide the solution to the problem of
fluctuating unit costs due to fixed expenses but, rather, avoided it.
The progress made during World War II and since, regarding the improved
ability of management to predict production and costs, is quite evident when one
realizes the increased number and importance of budgetary control or forecasting departments in various companies. Often these departments are able to predict with surprising accuracy the results of the future. The outstanding advances
made in the field of industrial engineering, which have brought about the
added use and betterment of standard costing procedures, must also be given
recognition.
When a firm is considering the adoption of the direct cost plan, it should take
cognizance of these tremendous improvements and realize that this plan is based
on the assumption that accurate forecasting is usually impossible. The ideas
imbedded in direct costing originated in a period when many of these techniques, now so useful to accountants, were not available. In studying the desirability of this form of costing, the written material on the subject should be
modified and studied in the light of the many refined techniques available for
predicting the future.
Management Can Understand Fixed Cost Behavior
Further, whatever the results produced by burden rate applications, the contention that management is incapable of comprehending the meaning of unabsorbed burden or the effect which high or low production can have on unit
costs, is difficult to accept. If there is one thing management should know about
cost, it is that the fixed cost per unit will fluctuate because of variations in production. It is not unreasonable to expect individuals in responsible positions to
have a good grasp of the concept of under- or over - absorbed burden, especially
now when budgetary control and standards are extensively used.
It is quite probable that most managers are fully aware of the fact that reduced
production will increase unit costs, so that, when statements are prepared which
tend to even out the relationship of operating profits to sales for a period during which production has varied considerably, they look on them with natural
suspicion. Management recognizes that the level of production has as much
effect on profits as the level of sales. This being so, it seems proper to let the
net operating profit figures show the effect of production rather than distort it,
as would be done if total fixed costs were charged off in the month they occurred
instead of being allowed to flow through inventory.
With improved guides now available as aids in establishing budgeted figures,
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especially flexible budgets, it is possible to explain clearly and precisely what
unabsorbed burden means. It can be explained to management how much of
that figure results from expenses higher than they should be for the attained
capacity and how much is due to the fact that the firm operated at a capacity
other than normal. This can be done by splitting the under- or over - applied
expense figure into that part considered as a budget or expense variance and that
part known as a volume variance. The computation of expense and volume variances is not a technique understood solely by highly- trained cost accountants
but is the subject material of a chapter in most cost accounting tests. To think,
therefore, of management as unable to understand why similar sales figures
should occasionally result in profits which are quite different, appears to be
unreasonable.
Regarding the derivation of variances, it is pertinent to mention that, when
direct costing is used, there will be no figure representing volume variances,
inasmuch as volume variance is due to fixed expenses. Under direct costing,
fixed expenses are not includible in any predetermined burden rate. However,
the volume variance is very useful to management, for it gives, in dollar figures,
the added or reduced costs of operating above or below normal production.
The inclusion of fixed overhead charges in costs demonstrates clearly the necessity of keeping production on a high percentage of plant capacity.
Fixed expenses, an integral part of the cost of manufacturing, have nothing
to do with the monthly volume of sales. Standard costs are an attempt to keep
expenses within budgets and to show the cost of unused productive capacity as
a separate item of expense. Idle capacity cost should serve as an incentive to go
out and get more business, either by increasing the sales of existing products
through a safe reduction in selling prices or by the development and sale of new
lines of products. Even more important, perhaps, is the possibility that volume
variance (idle capacity cost) might indicate inefficiencies or bottlenecks in production for the period. Moreover, even under conventional costing, the volume
and expense variances which make up unabsorbed burden are charged to profit
and loss or to cost of sales and, as such, are not included in any inventory figures. Inventories will contain only the normal amount of fixed overhead.
Segregation of Fixed Costs Not at Issue, Only Its Use
A basic tenet within the theory of direct costing attempts to draw as clear a
line as possible between costs which are the result of current production and
costs which result from the presence and availability of productive facilities
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which make operations possible, i.e., the distinction between fixed and variable
costs. Variable costs are considered as product costs, fixed costs as period costs.
Fixed costs are assumed to be the cost of being prepared to manufacture goods,
whereas variable costs are expenditures incurred because production takes place.
The direct cost accountant's definition of fixed and variable costs does not differ,
in essence, from conventional or orthodox concepts and it is possible to reconcile any terminology differences. There is a fundamental difference, however,
between direct costing and conventional cost accounting with respect to the
treatment accorded these two costs.
In the direct cost plan, fixed costs are charges against gross profit from sales
for the month, not against goods produced. Fixed factory costs in a going
manufacturing concern are costs which must be paid each month whether or not
production takes place. They are presented on the profit and loss statement in
the same manner as are selling and administrative expenses. Variable costs,
being measurable per unit, are product costs, it is argued, and can be included
in a burden rate and charged to inventories where necessary, whereas, fixed costs,
which because of their very nature may sometimes fluctuate per unit, are considered as period costs and not inventoried but charged in entirety as a cost
of the period.
It will be recognized at once that the difficult problem of deciding what are
variable and what are fixed costs is still present and that its solution will, in
many instances, remain a matter of opinion. Also it is apparent that, under
direct costing, the consequences of any classification made will be more far reaching because of the separate treatment accorded fixed and variable costs.
Costs which are fixed for one firm will be variable for another, and it will be a
difficult matter to compare the inventories, where necessary, of firms using the
direct cost plan.
Further, is not the existence of fixed costs really only a matter of degree and
is it not, therefore, difficult to accept the proposition that fixed and variable
costs are quite different when it comes to putting one into inventory and not
the other? It is only because most accounting is done on an annual basis that
certain costs are termed fixed. Otherwise it could well be that there would be
no fixed costs or, at least, that our ideas as to what are fixed and variable would
be quite different. Using the reasoning of the direct cost theorist, the larger
a company's fixed costs the smaller will be its inventories, so that, in certain
instances of firms with expensive installations, the figures representing inventories would be very small.
The situation resolves itself into one in which, as fixed costs increase, the
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value assigned to inventories decreases. When it is realized that increased fixed
costs for manufacturing concerns appear to be the trend and might well be the
larger portion of most companies' costs, especially should guaranteed annual
wages become common, it is quite possible that inventories will be given comparatively negligible values. Of course, there are direct cost accountants who,
on the basis of conservatism, would consider this as a desirable eventuality. It
is now recognized, though, that conservatism as an accounting doctrine should
not, in itself, be the grounds for accepting theory.
An alternative method offered for valuing inventories under direct costing
is to not exclude fixed costs from year -end inventories but to increase the inventories, containing up to this point only variable costs, by an amount of fixed
expense computed as being applicable. This is done primarily for balance sheet
purposes and the fixed portion of the inventory is often presented as a separate
figure. The correct computation of this fixed portion of inventory is interesting,
for it involves the techniques used in arriving at a normal burden rate, one of
the main points that the direct costing enthusiasts are attempting to avoid.
Under conventional accounting procedure, using a normal burden rate when
applicable, the segregation of fixed and variable costs is just as important as in
direct costing and the matter is given as much or more attention. The behavior
pattern of the various expenses must be known when they are being estimated
and budgets, preferably flexible, must be prepared for purposes of expense
comparison and variance derivation. However, using orthodox practices, it is
unlikely that the values attached to inventories over a period of time will be
basically changed. Although the nature of a company's costs may change, i.e.,
fixed costs may increase in proportion to variable costs, this does not necessarily
mean that the inventory valuations will increase or decrease.
But Fixed Costs Are Costs of Production
Earlier, it was promised that we would consider the contention that fixed
costs are strangers to production cost. Possibly this is the weakest link in direct
costing theory. It is presented by the proponents of the theory as being the bedrock at its base.
It is certainly proper to question the reasoning involved in considering fixed
costs as intrinsically a different type of cost from variable costs. Under direct
costing, variable costs are classified as costs of production, includible in inventories. Fixed costs, on the other hand, are regarded as merely facilitating costs
and not really costs of production. Therefore, they are not permitted to become
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part of any inventory valuation figures. In this, direct costing proponents apparently disregard the fact that there is nothing especially characteristic about fixed
manufacturing costs other than that they do not vary directly with production.
The functions they represent are as necessary as those which give rise to variable costs.
If there were no fixed costs, no goods would be produced. To exclude them
from inventory lacks logical justification. It is just as logical not to attempt an
allocation of depreciation costs to various periods during which equipment is
used, on the grounds that any basis used would, in the end, prove inaccurate.
(Maybe it would be best to wait until the asset is completely used and then
charge all cost to retained earnings? In this way, it would be possible to avoid
any errors which might arise because of the distribution basis used.) A basic
concept followed by most accountants in attempting to match costs and revenues
is that the expenses charged against current income should bear some relationship to that income. To charge all fixed costs to current income seems to violate this.
It is difficult to think of fixed costs as merely facilitating production and not
just as much costs of production as are variable costs. To establish a new type
of cost via terminology does not change good theory or justify the allegation
that fixed costs are no longer costs of production and hence not includible in
inventory. Designating fixed expenses as facilitating costs and excluding them
from production costs is contrary to sound accounting theory. Why the classification of an item as a cost to produce and not a cost of production changes the
inherent nature of the expenditure is difficult to follow. Each type of cost is
necessary and both go to make up total manufacturing cost. No matter how
defined, they must be included in any cost of production figures and inventories
which result therefrom. The controversy is excellently summarized as follows:
"In spite of the admitted difficulties of matching costs and revenues, it is hard to
from inventories
see how the fixed costs of manufacturing facilities can be excluded
if profits are to be measured as the difference between cost of making a product and
the revenue obtained from it. This puts undue strain on the word 'cost'." 1
The Viewpoint of the Profession
The pronouncements of the Committee on Accounting Procedures of the
American Institute of Accountants, recognized as the product of careful consideration by experienced and intelligent individuals, are worthy of attention
in this connection. Statement 3 in Bulletin 29 on Inventory Pricing reads:
1

John A. Beckett — "An Appraisal of Direct Costing "—N.A.C.A. Bulletin, December 1951.
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"The primary basis of accounting for inventories is cost, which has been defined
generally as the price paid or consideration given to acquire an asset. As applied to
inventories, cost means in principle the sum of the applicable expenditures and charges
directly or indirectly incurred in bringing an article to its existing condition and
location."
This should be recognized as authoritative, and given much weight in decisions
as to the method of valuation to use for inventories. With reference particularly
to the desirability of direct costing, the following sentence, which is part of the
Statement, should be given very careful attention:
"It should also be recognized that the exclusion of all overheads from inventory
costs does not constitute an accepted accounting procedure."
It could well be that this sentence was directed at costing methods such as the
direct cost plan. At least, the applicability seems to exist. Mr. Beckett, in the
article previously quoted, points out clearly that this statement of the Committee
is quite realistic, when he states:
"The principle espoused by the Committee on Accounting Procedure is built on the
very realistic assumption that outlays of money for capital assets are made, in the
last analysis, for the purpose of creating the things which such assets will produce.
This is to say, if you buy (rent) plant, equipment and other facilities, you do so in
the belief that they will make possible the production of goods."

Selling and Administrafive Expenses as a Precedent
In a different area, direct cost proponents use another turn of logic. It is
argued that one category of overhead, largely fixed, i.e., selling and administrative expenses, are not inventoried in any part. They thus serve as an example
of costs charged entirely to a particular period and not allocated to inventory.
However, the fact should not be overlooked that such treatment was, and still
is, in most instances, accorded selling and administrative expenses arbitrarily
because of the impossibility of correctly relating these expenses to inventories.
Direct costing, it should be pointed out, extends this arbitrariness, in the interests of simplicity, not impracticability of allocation. In short, inventories are
to be further reduced in the amount of the fixed cost conventionally applicable
to them and all such costs charged as period costs.
As progress is made towards the correlation of selling and administrative
expenses to inventory (and a great deal has been made, witness the pamphlets
published by the U. S. Department of Commerce and the many articles and
books discussing standards for selling and administrative expenses) more and
more of these expenses will be allocated to inventories. This effectively counters
the arguments made and should likewise be the approach taken to the problem
of fixed costs and their allocation to inventories.
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Claimed Advantages Otherwise Available
As mentioned at the outset, this article does not have the intention of discrediting direct costing practices, for they certainly can have much useful application. The intention has been to reconsider the basic assumptions upon which
its theory rests. It appears that the advocates of such costing procedure attempt
to oversimplify the situation. Their suggestions are not as constructive as one
would expect new theory to be and tear down rather than build. To assume
that management does not understand the effects of fixed costs and to assume
also that normal production is the exception rather than the rule, appears to be
somewhat out -of -line.
It is difficult to couple satisfactorily the two statements made by the advocates
of direct costing that first, no attempt should be made to ask management to
use the costing inethod unless fully aware of its details and, second, that management is not supposed to be able to fathom what unabsorbed burden is, how
it comes about and the effect it can have on reported profits. The main idea
seems to be a desire to change the method of handling overhead to eliminate
at least some of the unpleasant discussions which must be experienced when
presenting monthly figures which show a loss or an insufficient profit. It is
entirely possible that the recommended change would require as much, if not
more, explanation than the present recognized practice.
Further, it is not necessary to have direct costing to know which expenses are
variable and which are fixed. Such a division is an absolute necessity in any
type of cost system yielding efficient and effective control. To claim that direct
costing gives better information for marginal cost computations is incorrect.
The advantages set forth with respect to marginal or differential costing are
available under conventional accounting techniques. The contribution that any
existing or contemplated products makes or will make towards total fixed costs
can be calculated using figures readily available, when fixed and variable costs
have been so classified. Differential or marginal costing is, in no way, a sole
product of direct costing and any such claims made for it are misleading.
The point is often made that profit - volume ratios and break -even analysis are
important attributes of direct costing. Again, it can be said that direct costing
is not a necessary part of the picture. Whenever a cost system has an accurate
classification of fixed and variable expenses and knowledge of the degree of
variability of the expenses, this, coupled with good standards, will give all the
information needed for marginal or differential costing.
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Audit Aspects of Pension Administration
by KENNETH F. HARDY
Director of Procedures and Methods Section, Comptroller's Staff,
General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

An audit program which will provide for detailed check of pension

plan participant's past service records, comprehensive tests of service
records following the date of the plan (or of participation), and
before - separation review of pension awards, is here outlined. The
author hates his paper on his company's experience with its pension
plan for "hourly rated" employees.
plan administration for
Iwhich an adequate audit program shouldofbepension
established, it seems desirable
N ORDER T O EX PLORE ALL T H E PHASES

that the procedure described be related to a typical pension program from inception to payment of benefits to eligible employees on retirement. In order to
keep the problem relatively simple, let us assume that we are examining our
audit responsibilities with respect to a noncontributory pension plan for hourly rated employees.
However, it may be said in passing that pension programs for salaried employees present generally the same audit problems, with certain important exceptions. The employee's average monthly salary (used most frequently as a
base for computing monthly pension benefits) and his contributions (depending
on the plan) are additional factors which must be considered from a pension
record - keeping and audit standpoint. Where the salaried pension plan is contributory or partially contributory in nature, the employee has certain vested interests for which accountability must be made.
Study of Basic Documents
Cradle to the grave security is the fashion of the times and the most robust pension baby which occupies the cradle today is the one resulting from a negotiated
pension agreement between a company and a labor union. The pension agreement is usually a part of, or a supplement to, the regular labor contract. It is
then necessary to develop a procedure to administer the pension plan, based on
the terms and provisions of the pension agreement. The pension agreement and
the administrative procedure, therefore, become quite logically the basic authority and guide for individuals charged with the responsibility for administering
the plan. It is strongly recommended that the individuals from the personnel
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and accounting departments who are selected to administer the plan should be
thoroughly familiar with the requirements and provisions of the pension agreement and the administrative procedure.
If good pension administration requires that the personnel be well grounded
in these facts, it certainly follows that the fundamental requisite to the establishment of an adequate and sound audit program with respect to pension administration is a thorough understanding of the basic documents by the internal
auditor. This requirement applies equally to the supervising auditor who establishes the audit program and to the auditor who will make the field audits.
The Audit Procedure Is in Three Parts
The audit of pension records divides itself very nicely into three basic categories as follows:
I. Audit of original pension records (past
service).
2. Audit of current pension records (future

service).
3. Audit of retirement records (application
and authorization).

When a new pension plan is inaugurated, all three of these phases will be the
immediate responsibility and concern of the internal auditor. Since our study
involves the development of a typical hourly -rate employees pension plan, for
hourly rated employees, and its inherent auditing problems, this article will take
up, in a methodical manner and in chronological order, each of these three
phases of pension record - keeping.
However, a preliminary word on pension records as such is in order. The
maintenance of pension records is a divided responsibility of the personnel and
accounting departments. The preparation of original service records belongs
within the province of the personnel department, since it involves employee
contract and interview and since it concerns the development of records based
on such data as employment, leaves of absence, seniority, service, and other personnel statistics. The processing of pension applications is also a personnel department function. On the other hand, maintaining current service records is
an accounting department function, since the information for posting to current service records is generally obtained from payroll statistics. The calculation
of pension benefits when an employee retires is also an accounting task.
The proper handling of pension records requires, therefore, a high degree
of coordination between the personnel department and the accounting department. The auditor can contribute to the successful administration of the pension plan by seeing that each department carries out its duties in accordance
with the requirements of the administrative procedure. In addition, since penDE CE MB E R, 1 95 2
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sion records are a special "breed of cats," the auditor should insist they be
kept separate from other personnel or accounting records. Once initial pension records are established for each employee, the service data generally remain unchanged for many years until the employees becomes eligible for
retirement. It is strongly recommended, therefore, that pension records not be
intermingled with other current and active personnel or accounting records.

Audit of Original Pension Records
One of the biggest "headaches" which plagues management when pension
plans are established, and for which there appears to be no simple remedy, is
the necessity for finding an intelligible and practical method for the determination of employees' past service credits at the time the pension plan becomes
effective. And yet, complex as this problem is, the importance of a careful
and accurate calculation of past service must be emphasized. It is important
not only from management's viewpoint but also from the employee's viewpoint. Sizable errors in determining total past service for eligible employees
can adversely affect the cost of the funding of past service. Employees, likewise, have a big stake in the proper determination of past service —and this is
particularly true of long- service employees —since it substantially affects the
amount of pension benefits they will receive upon retirement.
In smaller companies the formula for determining past service is simple,
while in larger companies which maintain multiplant operations on a national
and international scale, the determination of employees' past service becomes
alarmingly complex and subject to considerable interpretation and conjecture.
The problem of determining each employee's credited service in accordance with
the specific provisions of the pension agreement is intensified by the fact that
the search for data requires the review of personnel records that extend back
twenty-five or thirty years or more in many cases. Credited service prior to
the effective date of the plan will often include service at other plants of the
same company located in different cities or states. In addition, past service
at plants acquired by a company is frequently counted.
With respect to credited service prior to the effective date of the plan, the
internal auditor has two principal responsibilities. First, he should satisfy himself that adequate procedures and safeguards have been established to assure
a careful and accurate calculation of past service. Since this task will generally
be performed by the personnel department, the auditor should make certain
that individuals have been selected for the job who have a record for accuracy
and reliability. Since the volume of records to be searched is tremendous and
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since, at the inauguration of a pension plan, time is an important factor, an
immediate audit of the employees' records of past service is not practicable and
would tax the facilities of the audit department. The auditor should, however,
insist that certain members of the accounting department be assigned to check
the accuracy of the past service calculations made by the personnel department
before such data are presented to the employee for his review and approval.
Incidentally, the requirement that past service data be reviewed and approved
by the employee before recording is another audit safeguard.
Also, at the time the task of computing past service for all employees is in
progress, the auditor should arrange to make an adequate test check of the
records to assure himself that the calculations are accurate and, more important,
that they are being made in complete agreement with the provisions of the
pension agreement. The test check should include a review of the original
personnel records from which the necessary service information is transcribed,
as well as an audit of the calculations of the number of years of credited service
for each employee.
The second phase of the auditor's responsibility for past service records will
occur at a later date when the problems of the new plan have been reasonably
well resolved and each employee's past service has been acknowledged and established as a permanent record. The internal audit department should then
include in its current audit program a regular audit of employee's past service
credits until these records have received a complete audit. As mentioned before,
this is extremely important because, for a great many employees — particularly
those who retire in the early years of the plan —the past service represents the
larger portion of the credited service upon which benefits will be based.
Fortunately, the records of credited service prior to the effective date of a
pension plan remain static, with practically no additions and with deletions
represented only by employees who have died, who have been discharged or
released, who have quit, or who have had their seniority broken for any other
reason. The auditor will, therefore, be in a position to arrange for spreading
out the audit of employees' past service records over a considerable period of
time. The total period will be determined by the volume of past service records to be audited and by the size of the audit staff available for the task.
Audit of Current Pension Records
The major phase of audit responsibility with respect to pensions, which
logically follows audit of past service records, involves the employees' so- called
future credited service records which are usually maintained by the accounting
DE CE MB E R, 1 95 2
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department. Many of the recent pension plans for hourly -rate employees provide for the crediting of service subsequent to the effective date of the plan
on the basis of hours worked or compensated for, rather than on the basis of
service. Here again, the importance of a thorough knowledge by the auditor
of the provisions of the pension plan must be stressed. With respect to the
method of crediting service subsequent to the effective date of the plan, the
agreement will outline the maximum hours which may be used as a basis for
crediting one full year of credited service, as well as the basis for computing
fractional parts of a year. The pension agreement will also indicate what kind
of hours may be counted for the purpose of computing credited service. When
auditing current pension records the auditor should be familiar with these requirements.
The credited service record is generally a ledger card for each employee covered by the pension plan. It is similar to the employee's earnings record except that hours worked or compensated for will be the data posted to the employee's credited service record. In the case of a salaried plan, the credited
service record will also show the employee's annual salary and, where the plan
is contributory, will also show the amount of the employee's contribution. Unlike the employee's earnings record, which is generally posted on a weekly
basis, the employee's credited service record will be posted on an annual basis,
showing the total number of hours the employee has earned for credited service purposes. The hours so posted are then converted into a full year of credited
service, or fractional parts of a year, for pension purposes, in accordance with
the provisions of the pension agreement.
The first posting to the credited service record for each employee is the
amount of credited service earned prior to the effective date of the plan. When
the auditor makes his audit of each employee's past service credits, as described
previously, he should make certain that the total number of years of past
service has been properly transcribed to the credited service record since this
ledger card will be the employee's service record for pension purposes through
the years until retirement. All successive postings of current credited service
will be added, as earned by the employee each year on the basis of compensated
hours.
It is recommended that the auditor examine the postings of current credited
service records on a test -check basis. The evidence of such audit should be
plainly marked by the auditor on the record itself, so that the following year
a different group of employees' records may be audited. The audit should include an examination of the employees' payroll records to verify the number of
hours which have been posted to the individual credited service records and to
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make certain that the total hours for each employee include those hours which
are properly credited and exclude those which are not properly creditable
under the terms of the pension agreement. The audit should also verify the
conversion of the compensated hours to the year or fraction of a year of credited
service.
Pension plans usually provide for issuance of an annual statement of credited
service to each employee. The statement will usually show the year, or fraction of a year, of credited service which has been currently earned by the employee, and the total accumulated number of years of credited service earned
to date. Annual statements of credited service should not be issued to employees
until the internal auditor is satisfied that the computation and posing of current credited service have been accurately made.
Audit of Retirement Records: "Types" of Retirements
The third phase of pension administration for which an audit program should
be provided is that which involves application for a pension by an eligible employee, and the consequent computation and authorization of the monthly pension payments by properly designated individuals. There has been emphasized
repeatedly in this paper —and I do not believe that it can be overemphasized
—the importance of the auditor being thoroughly acquainted with the requirements and provisions of the pension agreement and the administrative procedure. In no phase of pension administration is this knowledge more important or necessary than in that part which sets in motion the machinery for the
payment of pension benefits to eligible employees. The audit program should,
therefore, require that all documents relating to an employee's retirement and
the calculation of his pension benefits be handed to the auditor for examination before the pension statistics are submitted to the employee for his signature.
Experience has shown —and this is particularly true in multiplant operations —that the individuals charged with the administration of a pension plan
often interpret differently the rules and eligibility requirements for retirement,
just as they interpret differently the rules of crediting service for pension purposes. This will happen no matter how carefully a pension agreement has been
executed and will result in the preparation of specific retirement papers for
employees who may be eligible for a different type of retirement. The auditor
can guard against these basic misconceptions by being thoroughly familiar with
the various types of retirement benefits for which the plan provides and the
eligibility rules for each type. Age and service requirements, as well as the
DE CE MB E R, 1 95 2
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amount of monthly pension benefits, vary in accordance with the type of retirement.
It might be helpful, therefore, to review the provisions which are most often
included in present -day pension plans. They are:
I. Normal retirement at age 65.
2. Automatic retirement at age 68.
3. Voluntary retirement between ages 60
and 65, with pension payments beginning
at age 65.
4. Voluntary retirement between ages 60
and 65, with pension payments beginning

at time of retirement (at an actuarially
reduced rate).
5. Retirement between ages 60 and 65 at
the option of the company or under
mutually satisfactory conditions.
6. Disability retirement between ages 50
and 65.

Since normal retirement at age sixty -five and automatic retirement at age
sixty- eighty represent the types of retirement under which most employees
ultimately retire, these provisions will serve as a basis for discussion of the
examination and processing of documents and the audit problems which should
be considered. Other types of retirement will then be touched on briefly.
Audit of Retirement Records: Forms and Calculations
The processing of retirement forms and records for employees who voluntarily retire at age sixty -five will start when the employee completes and signs
an application for retirement. A notification or a listing will set in motion the
processing of papers for employees age sixty -eight who are to be retired automatically. With this exception the processing of documents for employees over
age sixty-five and over age sixty -eight is the same.
The receipt of a copy of the employee's application or a copy of a notification from the personnel department constitutes the accounting department's
authority to begin the necessary calculations for determining the amount of the
employee's monthly pension benefit and to complete the necessary authorization forms. The authorization forms will show the data supporting the calculation of the monthly pension benefit and the amount of the benefit to which
the employee is entitled. The calculation is a simple one and is usually based
on the number of years of credited service to which the employee is entitled,
multiplied by a fixed monthly amount for each year of credited service.
When the necessary calculations have been made and the employee's monthly
pension benefit determined, the authorization forms are generally approved
by the accounting representative. The forms, together with the employee's
credited service record, should then be turned over to the auditor for his examination. At the same time the auditor should obtain from the personnel
department the employee's complete pension file, in which have been accumu506
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lated over the years all other documents pertaining to the employee's pension
rights. The auditor will then have at his disposal, for a complete and careful
examination, all the forms and records which support the employee's eligibility
to retire under the provisions of the pension agreement.
In view of audit recommendations made earlier with respect to past service,
the necessity for auditing the basic material in the employee's pension file may
seem like a duplication of effort. It should be kept in mind, however, that
some of these records will have been first audited twenty or thirty or forty
years ago. It is quite conceivable that the auditor who examined the original
pension records has retired! In examining these records at retirement, it is
not intended that the auditor should go back to the original employment records. He should, however, satisfy himself that the age and service requirements and the determination of the monthly pension benefit are properly supported by the facts in the employee's pension file. In this way, he will be certain that no changes in the basic documents with respect to service, age, and
other eligibility requirements have been made.
When the auditor has satisfied himself that the employee has met the age and
service requirements of the particular type of retirement for which he has applied, the auditor should examine and check carefully the calculation of the
monthly pension benefit as shown on the authorization form. He should check
the number of years shown on the credited service record. Most pension plans
provide a certain maximum and minimum number of years which may be used
for the purposes of computing the monthly pension benefit. The auditor
should make certain that effect has been given to this provision. When the
auditor has checked and verified the calculation of the monthly pension benefit
to which the employee is entitled, the authorization forms may then be forwarded to the personnel department to obtain approval of the employee, after
which the company representatives (and often union representatives) will authorize the insurance company or trustee will be authorized to commence payment of the monthly pension benefit.
Employees who elect to retire between ages sixty and sixty-five and to receive
their pension at time of retirement, must accept an actuarial reduction of the
monthly pension benefit. The pension agreement will describe the basis which
should be used. It is the auditor's responsibility to see that the actuarial reduction is calculated properly and applied to the employee's monthly benefit, and
that the reduced pension amount is properly authorized.
Employees who are retired on a disability benefit or who are retired at the
option of the company or under mutually satisfactory conditions before age
DEC EMB ER, 19 52
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sixty -five are usually entitled to higher monthly pension benefits until they
reach age sixty -five, at which time their pension benefits are redetermined under
the normal retirement provisions. Since the retirement of such employees represents a much greater potential liability to the company, because they will receive
higher benefits over a longer period of time, the auditor should make certain
that they meet all the eligibility requirements of the pension agreement. Likewise, since the pensions of such persons are subject to redetermination at age
sixty-five, the auditor should assure himself that adequate safeguards have been
established to earmark these authorizations for recomputation when the employees reach that age.
In brief, the auditor's responsibility with respect to the audit of employee's
retirement authorization records may be summarized as follows: The audit
should verify (1) whether or not an employee is eligible for retirement, (2)
how much the monthly pension benefit should be, (3) when the pension payments should begin and (4) how long pension payments should be made.
Summary of Plan of Audit

We have examined the internal auditor's responsibilities with respect to the
audit of pension records and procedures, which are necessary when a pension
plan is established. We have also reviewed the audit requirements with respect
to pension records maintained for the accumulation of current pension information. More specifically, we have suggested that the audit program should provide for a review of the procedures and a complete audit of the records necessary for the development, verification, and recording of employees' credited
service prior to the effective date of the pension plan. There has been also
recommended a substantial test -check of payroll statistics which provide the
basis for the computation of the annual credited service to which each employee
is entitled, as well as an audit of the credited service record which is the basis
for the preparation of the employee's annual statement of credited service. An
audit program which embraces these two phases of pension administration will
provide adequate audit coverage of all the pension record - keeping necessary
during the employee's active working career.
But the third phase must not be neglected, either. At the point of retirement, there must be certainly in the minds of those administering pensions and
the prospective recipient, that the results are accurate and in line with pension
plan provisions.
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An Introduction to Statistical Cost Control
By L. WHEATON SMITH, JR.
Graduate School of Business, Stanford University, Stanford, California

Pointing out that the now well -known principle of "management by
exception" is suspiciously similar to the principle of deviation beyond
statistically set control limits, the present author reviews the application of this concept to quality control and outlines initial steps for its
application to cost control. The objective stated is determination, for
more useful cost analysis, of a measure by which execptions can be
identified as sujiiciently exceptional for operating attention.

PRINCIPLE WIDELY U S E D

in management and control is known as the prin-

A ciple of exceptions. According to this principle, it is the unusual or exceptional condition or state of affairs which should be called to the attention of
management and made a subject for action. The principle holds that executive
time should not be wasted on a stack of reports which add up to "just about the
same as always."
Objective Bases for Intuitive Judgments
Following this principle, there is a great responsibility on those who collect
and analyze data for management purposes„ They must distinguish between
what is unusual and significant and what is not. This calls for a very high
order of judgment where, often, there are no facts or adequate standards on
which to base this judgment. When meaningful data and bases for judgment
constructed from them are lacking, many errors in judgment wil be made.
What are some of the results of these wrong judgments? Management time
and energy will be wasted. Small and often insignificant points will receive
attention at the expense of more important ones which do not manifest themselves so obviously. Lack of objective bases for judgments means that both
the operating personnel and those who analyze data for them must depend on
intuition and experience to appraise the significance of any piece of information. Locating and training such personnel is difficult. Once they are trained
in a particular situation, there is a considerable loss of effectiveness when they
find themselves in new situations forced on them by the rapidly changing
conditions of our economic life.
Objective bases for judgment are not a substitute for intuition and experiDE CE MB E R, 1 95 2
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ence. Formal presentation of data cannot tell the whole story of what is happening. It can never tell what to do about it. However, judgments based on an
objective understanding of the facts will wring out of them the information
they contain. Given an objective basis for evaluating information, judgments
will be correct more often than otherwise. This will lead to an improved business operation. That is the final test. Scientific cost analysis, with which this
article is concerned, furnishes such an objective basis.
Statistical Quality Control, An "Operation," Control Limits
The problem of finding objective bases for evaluating information and making judgments is nothing new. It has been faced many times. One of the
more spectacular developments in production management during the last few
years, statistical quality control, is one solution in a special case. Inspection
of manufactured products under other methods revealed only what had happened to a particular lot of product at a particular time. Over the long run,
the trend of product quality might be observed but, by the time the information
could be obtained, it was a matter of history and not too useful for management
purposes.
Our discussion necessitates technical use of the word "operation." An operation is used here in the sense of one machine or process which effects, in a
product, some change that is largely independent of earlier operations. An
operation cannot be completely independent, since the quality of the product,
as it enters the operation, will be one factor affecting the result. Under statistical quality control, the results of critical operations are checked regularly
at the point of the operation.
This checking is done by examining a few items at one time or through
sampling. If the quality variation among the items so examined falls within
certain limits, the operation is assumed to be functioning properly and turning
out products of the desired quality. This procedure recognizes that there will
be some variations in the results of any operation. However, on the basis of
statistical techniques, these variations may be described and limits for them
set up. The limits established will be found to be violated only in rare cases,
if the operation is functioning properly, and will serve as objective standards
for judging results.
In short, a system is set up which shows whether or not there has been any
significant variation in the results of the operation. Some variation is to be
expected and occurs by the very nature of the operation, as the result of the
interaction of a number of factors. Each of these factors affects the operation
510
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in a somewhat indeterminate or random way. This randomness also prevents
the direct determination of many of the causes of variation. This is true of most
operations of which one can think. If the various factors affecting the operation
are held constant or vary only over usual ranges, it is said that a "constant
cause" system exists for the results of the operation. For many operations, a "constant cause' system will mean that the results of the operation will vary within
certain limits determined statistically by the nature of the operation and the
factors affecting it. An empirical determination of these limits can be made by
statistical techniques.
If the results of an operation vary within these limits, the operation is said
to be in control. The limits are called control limits. From the fact that an
operation is in control, we may infer that a "constant cause' system exists. This
inference means that the factors affecting the results of the operation probably
have not changed or varied outside their usual ranges. On the other hand, if
the results of an operation do vary outside the control limits, we may infer
that some assignable cause of the variation probably exists, i.e., that the "cause
system" is no longer the same or that it is no longer constant. Therefore, some
factor or factors must have varied enough to affect the results of the operation.
When we make this inference we say that there has been a significant variation
in the results of the operation. Moreover, through the use of control limits
the judgment of the significance of the variation is based on objectively determined statistical standards.
To summarize, control limits on the results of an operation are determined
empirically by statistical techniques, and whenever the results of the operation
vary significantly, i.e., outside the control limits, we infer that some change
has occurred in one or more of the factors which affect the results of the operation. Under a system of statistical quality control, the significant variations
are localized in a particular operation and as occurring between certain times
when the regular checks on that operation were made. This completes the
analysis of the data. There is still a job to be done to find out what happened
to the operation —and then to do something about it.
The Need for Statistical Cost Control in the Same Pattern
In cost analysis, similar situations exist. Costs associated with an operation
will be affected by many factors. There will be some variation in these costs
even if all the factors are constant or vary only over their usual ranges. One
would like to have an objective way of determining when the variations are
significant.
D E C E M B E R , 1952
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Costing techniques have passed the stage of simply recording costs on an
historical basis. Standard costs provide a way to compare costs from period to
period and to determine the areas of their variation. Other costing methods do
the same thing to a lesser extent. Do any of these methods provide an adequate
basis for the analysis of cost data? They do not, according to the considerations
advanced above. There is still no way of determining objectively when variations in costs are significant.
By analogy with the methods of statistical quality control which have been
outlined, let us see what might be meant by statistical cost control. In particular, it is desirable to examine the phase of statistical cost control which might
be called statistical cost analysis. Once the analysis of the data is complete,
it is another job to use this information to find out what really happened and
then to take the appropriate action.
Isolating An "Operation" for Cost Analysis
Let us see what an "operation" might be for purposes of cost analysis. An
operation is the unit of analysis. As such it might be a process, department,
cost center, or other unit used for the assignment of costs in ordinary cost
accounting practice.
For purposes of statistical cost analysis, an operation should have four characteristics. First, an operation must be repeated a number of times. Statistical
technique are based on comparison of things which differ from one another
in time or individuality if nothing else. If an operation occurs only once, its
costs can be analyzed only by comparing them to some estimate. However, if
cost analysis is to be truly objective, it must deal with the actual costs which have
been incurred in various situations. This should not imply that cost standards
are useless. They are the goals of a cost control program.
The techniques used in analysis make it desirable that a given operation be
repeated several times. Because of the smaller number of repetitions of operations in costing than in statistical quality control, statistical cost conrol would
rarely involve sampling of cost data. All available data would be used in the
analysis. A problem exists in defining repetition for a continuous operation.
The unit would be defined as some period of time. The longer the period, the
more stable should be the cost variations. This is analogous to the usual situation in which an average of many items is more stable than an average of a few
items. In determining the length of the unit period, one must balance the
advantages of stability against the disadvantages of less information in a given
time and the inability to determine the timing of significant variations.
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Secondly, an operation should be independent of other operations as far as
possible. As was mentioned before, the nature of the incoming material will be
one of the factors affecting the results and costs of an operation. However, if
the nature of the incoming material is the only important factor affecting the
cost of an operation, the analysis of that cost will not be very fruitful. It
would be more effective to deal directly with the nature of the incoming material
by using other methods. That is, if the cost of an operation depends largely
on one factor, it is that factor which must be controlled if the cost of the
operation is to be controlled. Cost analysis cannot do much good, once this
situation is determined.
Thirdly, an operation should be a functional unit. That is, it should have
only one purpose. The reason for this is that an analysis of a multi- purpose
operation would have no logical basis, unless the various purposes were separated for the analysis. How can one determine the cost of doing something
unless he knows what the something is?
Fourthly, an operation should have only a few major factors which affect
its cost. This limitation is required by the nature of the statistical techniques
used in the analysis. It is impossible to separate analytically the effects of a
great many different factors, especially if there are many interrelations or
interactions between them. This is true, at least, in situations like those of
cost analysis where the amount of data is relatively limited. The fewer the
number of major factors involved, the more reliable will be the results of the
techniques which must be used. Another reason for keeping down the number
of major factors affecting the cost of an operation is the necessity of having to
make the results of a statistical cost analysis understandable to persons without
great technical knowledge. Statistical cost analysis should not be a method
for the academic study of cost relationships but, rather, a management tool.
There is an alternative to this fourth condition. Using a different mathematical model, one may take an operation where there are many factors that
affect its cost, none of which is outstandingly important. In this area one can
only determine when there has been a significant variation in the total cost of
the operation. Nothing can be said of the cause of the variation. This is the
assumption made in most systems of statistical quality control.
Cost of the Operation and Causes of Variation
Once the unit operation is defined, a person can look at procedures for determining its cost. The problems in determining the "cost" of anything are
immense. One can think in terms of the use of the cost to be obtained and perDECEMBER, 1952
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haps then arrive at some idea of how it should be determined. The cost of an
operation with which a person is concerned should be used for the purpose of
controlling that cost. Control in this instance implies the supervision and
reduction of the cost of the operation. It must be associated in the management
scheme with persons responsible for the operation. Control must therefore follow the divisions of responsibility (and, presumably, authority).
Following this notion of control, only those costs should be assigned to an
operation which are controllable by those responsible for the operation. If we
include in "controllable" the authority to discontinue the operation entirely,
we come to the concept of escapable costs, the costs which would not be incurred
if the operation were discontinued. This concept appears in the contribution
plan of retail accounting (expense allocation) advanced by the late Carlos B.
Clark. {A brief description and references are given in Duncan and Phillips:
Retailing Principles and Methods (rev. ed.): Chicago, Richard D. Irwin Inc.,
1947, pp. 610 -611.1 Only escapable costs should be charged to the operation,
since they are the only ones controlled by those responsible for the operation.
This is one possible definition for the cost of an operation.
The subject of definition of cost raises many controversial issues. It is not
the purpose of this article to discuss all of them. Some reasonable definition
of the cost of an operation must be established if this cost is to be analyzed.
The definition must stand up in the logical basis of the analysis. The fact
that one concept of cost is used in a statistical cost analysis does not mean
that others should not be used for other purposes. They should. Once a definition of the cost of an operation is established, the mechanics of finding this
cost can be developed.
With some idea of what constitutes the cost of an operation for the purposes
of statistical cost analysis, even if it is not settled, let us examine how the
cost of an operation may vary. The various components of the cost of an operation— materials, labor, and indirect costs —are additive. That is, the total cost
is the sum of the separate components. On the other hand, the various factors
represented by these components may not be simply additive in their effects.
For instance, a new kind of material may have a lower cost than the old, but
the labor cost to fabricate it may be higher. The total of material and labor
costs in this case may be either higher, lower, or the same as before. Therefore,
the increase or decrease in one component of the total cost does not necessarily
imply anything about a change in the total cost, because changes in one factor
may affect other factors. These effects of one factor on another are called interactions.
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If there are no interactions, it would be sufficient to determine the normal
variations of each component, corrected for extraneous factors, such as price
changes and cost - volume relationships. Control limits for these variations could
be set up. There would be no need to set up any control limits on total cost,
since any significant variation would show up through one or more components.
On the other hand, if there are interactions between the factors, one would
want to examine the variation in total cost to determine whether the variations
are significant or not. The total cost of an operation is the ultimate test of its
cost efficiency. Various cases might be distinguished where there are interactions between some of the factors but not all of them.
What Is "A State of Control "?
Inferences about the significance of variations are valid only if an operation
is in a state of statistical control. Statistical cost control means that the operation is stabilized, so that its costs vary within the statistically determined limits
almost all the time. When an operation is in statistical cost control, it is possible to say what the approximate probabilities are that the costs will always
lie within the control limits. If the operation is not in statistical control, there
are two possibilities. There may be no constant "cause system" for the operation. That is, some factor or factors are changing or varying outside their usual
limits. Or it may simply be that not all of the important factors which affect
the results of the operation have been identified or taken into account properly,
with all their interactions. In either case, a lack of statistical control means
that additional study is necessary to find the causes of the cost variations.
It is not suggested that a complete statistical cost analysis would be needed
for every operation in a business. Only operations for which costs are highly
variable, hard to control, or very critical, would warrant such detailed study.
Summary anlyses might be made of other operations.
Conclusion
It has not been the purpose of this paper to describe in detail the procedures
which would be used in a system of statistical cost analysis. It is believed that
these procedures have not been developed. Rather, there has been an attempt
in this paper to show what a scientific system of cost analysis would involve,
both in assumptions and results. The statistical techniques underlying such
a system do exist. Their application should be a fruitful area of research and
development.
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Your Tabulating Installation Needs Attention
by JOHN L. MARLEY
Principal, John L. Marley & Company, Chicago, III.

The post - installation history of a tabulating setup may be disappointing, after initial success, for reasons which add up to neglect. The
author of this paper proposes a program of cost control of tabulating
operations, which includes accumulation of functional costs (despite
the difficulties interposed by multiple use of machines) and is intended to promote maximum economical utilization of tabulating
f acilities.

with organizations using punched card
Iaccounting machines haveaffiliated
the opportunity of working with an interesting
NDUSTRIAL ACCOU N T AN T S

administrative and cost problem. This problem pertains to the development of
information on cost of operating punched card equipment to improve the effectiveness and degree of control obtainable over such operations.
Tabulating machines are of a general purpose nature and usually can be
adapted to a number of accounting problems, providing the cost of operation
is reasonable and an improved end result is obtainable. Centralization of this
work within a tabulating installation invariably creates administrative problems.
Hence, in considering tabulating development costs, determination of the operating costs for a multiplicity of accounting functions is involved.
Moreover, as most organizations using tabulating are of medium size, a combination of accounting and factory paperwork operations usually have to be
processed on the equipment to justify the fixed costs of the installation. For
example, a small organization with relatively low invoice volumes may visualize
the advantages of tabulating for an expanded sales analysis program, but this
work alone would not justify the cost. In other cases, a machine time analysis
may disclose substantial amounts of idle machine hours for the installation, unless these hours can be applied to other accounting work such as billing, payroll, labor distribution, etc. For these reasons, the tabulating program should
be launched to handle ultimately several accounting applications. Ascertaining
the practicability of taking in these diverse applications, including the computation of comparative costs, becomes a key problem for the accountant in participating in the development of the program.
Developing a workable cost control program for the tabulating installation, tends to assure that the work processed is completed in an efficient
manner and, most important, provides a definite long -term program for the
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expanded economical use of the equipment for other applications adaptable to
the method.
The Cost Control Plan — From Principles to Program
The accountant (or tabulating supervisor) interested in developing or improving an existing tabulating program may be assisted by considering the following principles:
1. Irrespective of the degree of administrative control which may be the current
practice, periodic review of tabulating operations on an organized project basis will
result in improvement in methods and the
reduction of operating expenses. Such a
project for improving administrative effectiveness is of a continuing nature.
2. The tabulating installation should be
considered as a "machine shop," responsible for performing a multiplicity of manual
and machine operations. Being a "machine
shop," fundamentals of production control
are workable as a scientific basis for assuring utilization of man -power and machine
potentials.
3. The program should be organized in a
manner to permit the development of operating standards of performance. These
standards should be utilized to measure the
efficiency of daily performance within the
department during periods between procedure reviews. Operating standards become the measuring sticks for the evaluation
of internal effectiveness.

4. Costs for machine operations should
be developed to serve as a foundation for
comparison between alternative machine
and manual methods. Under certain circumstances, other factors may justify greater
weight but, for general planning purposes,
costs may be effecfively used to measure
tabulating results.
5. Schedules for the sequencing of machine operations should be developed as
the basis for obtaining maximum machine
utilization. The fixed cost of the tabulating
installation may appear an insurmountable
barrier to obtaining greater economy of operation unless a workable plan for schedul.
ing these operations is integrated with the
program.
6. The program must be "sold" to the
operating personnel of the installation and
to the related departments which participate
in benefits within the sphere of machine
accounting activity. This fact becomes important when trimming marginal reports
which do not justify the cost of preparation.

On the basis of the operating principles which have been mentioned, the accountant can actively proceed with the development work for the program. The
type of organization, experience of personnel, type of machine applications
handled, size of installation, period of use, receptiveness of management to
machine methods and the degree of administrative control now maintained, are
all factors which may justify modification of the approach to the program. In
most cases, however, the work pattern outlined below should provide a reasonable course of action to guide the accountant in attaining broad objectives:
I. Clarification of end results desired,
scrutinizing tabulating reports now prepared, for possible eliminations.
2. Introduction of additional work into
the schedules of the tabulating installafion, to offer cost reduction or improvement benefits not obtainable
from other methods.
DE CE M BE R , 1 95 2

3. Preparation of machine operating
standards.
4. Development of tabulating schedules
to improve machine utilization.
5. Calculation of costs of the various
functions or jobs performed by the
tabulating department.
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Due Date Schedule, Operation Analysis, Machine Schedule
The accountant or tabulating supervisor approaching the problem of analyzing the internal operations of a tabulating installation may easily underestimate
the number of such operations which are required to do the work and to release reports used by accounting or other departments. Most tabulating installations handle a wide range of accounting work. Certain functions, such as
billing, must be religiously completed from day to day. Other work, such as
sales analysis, usually pyramids to final culmination in some form of a report.
Month -end work conflicts with daily operations and close planning is needed to
balance the operations of the department for lowest cost performance. By
making immediate provision for daily work, the periodic report preparation

EXHIBIT 1

functions of the tabulating installation may be coordinated more easily into
the unused manpower and machine potentials of the department.
An inventory of reports currently released, the Report Due Date Schedule
(Exhibit 1), will make it possible to ascertain the report due dates and the
accounting machine time which must be reserved to meet the schedule. Machine
time required for the tabulation of the reports may be obtained by maintaining,
for prior periods, records of the number of cards processed and the time for
operation or by computing the time from charts that compensate for the number
of cards processed, the number of totals printed, etc. The accountant not
familiar with machine operations may best depend on an actual time measure
during the initial stages of the program, adjusting these times with adequate
factors for time losses and delays during the processing of the work. Although
auxiliary equipment is generally required for the tabulating of most final re518
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ports, the accounting machine may be used as the main scheduling medium,
from which the other units may be coordinated by means of supporting schedules.
Losses in machine time due to mechanical failure often cause concern to the
accountant or tabulating supervisor. Generally, the machine time losses are
not substantial but may occur at any time and disrupt the production schedules.
If the reports listed on Exhibit 1 can be staggered as to the due dates the
problem is minimized. However, this may not be possible and the general load
schedule must be eased to provide a contingency factor to accommodate a reasonable loss in time.
After listing the reports now tabulated, it is in order to verify the relative
importance of the work by ranking the reports by priority. This action often
uncovers tabulating reports which have outlived their usefulness and are not
sufficiently important to justify the cost of preparation. These savings in machine time may be advantageously applied to more important work.
As daily work and each tabulated report requires certain supporting operations, the Machine Operation Analysis (Exhibit 2) may be prepared. The purpose of the machine operation analysis is to provide a documented statement
of the clerical and machine operations on the equipment needed to obtain the
results desired. The analysis is prepared in a manner to provide the operation
hours from which the accounting machine schedules and cost computations may
be prepared. It will be noted from Exhibit 2 that columns have been provided
for a brief description of the operation involved, for the number of documents
and cards handled, and for the entry of machine and clerical time required.
Forms should be prepared covering all daily operations, including clerical work.
Additional analyses should be prepared for each report worked up by the
tabulating department.
Estimating the clerical time required for card pulling, balancing reports,
filing, etc., generally causes some difficulty. Previous time records may be available which will minimize the problem. If time records are not available, it
may be practicable to itemize the clerical elements of the task and, to prepare
estimated standards. Check the estimated time allowances by test runs and, when
proven, incorporate into the machine analysis forms. Care should be taken to
provide adequate contingency allowances, particularly for balancing operations.
Upon finishing the above work, the accountant and tabulating supervisor
have complete detail of the work involved in the department in a form adaptable for many uses. Totalling of the hours by machine unit, and division into
total hours, provides the percentages of machine utilization now available. CalD E C E M B E R , 1952
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EXHIBIT 3

!

I

culation of this information in tenths of hours is usually sufficiently accurate
for practical purposes. Knowing the available machine hours in the tabulating
installation goes a long way towards intelligently determining additional work
which can be absorbed by the department. The ultimate result can be lower overall cost of operation.
Having prepared the machine utilization data, the accountant and tabulating
supervisor can collaborate to apply this information for better machine scheduling.
Exhibit 3 provides a simplified and workable method of scheduling the equipment during the work days of the week. This schedule may be prepared in
long -hand once each week, the horizontal lines providing a simplified Gantt
chart type of presentation to reserve the machine hours for the tabulation of the
reports covered on the due date schedule.
The form is designed to schedule the accounting machine as the primary
machine unit of the department. Adequate direction of the work patterns for
the personnel of the department and for the auxiliary machines, such as reproducers, interpreters, etc., deserve attention. However, most daily work and
reports tabulated are processed through the accounting machines and this piece
of equipment can be used as the basis for day -to -day scheduling. Clerical work
and machine operations performed prior to the tabulation of a report may be
controlled directly from the machine analysis sheets.
The first step in preparing the accounting machine schedule is to reserve machine time for daily work. The tabulated report machine hours are obtained
from Exhibit 1. Overtime hours may be required, but pre- planning of the
schedule has a reducing effect on this type of operation.
If the accounting machine schedule is placed on a clip board at the machine,
the machine operators have planning information available to guide their activities. As the work is performed, the machine operator may mark the chart in red
pencil to record actual performance against the schedule. This feature of the
plan may save supervisory effort in coordinating the activities of personnel in
the installation and tends to assure continued work of subordinates.
Determining Costs for Operations and Functions
Accurate costs by operation and function serve management by providing an
overall measure of efficiency, assist with the administrative cost control portion
of a budget program, and provide a workable basis for determining the practicality of expanding or contracting tabulating operations. Costs of operation
DE CE MB E R, 1 95 2
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for daily work and reports may be obtained by totalling the clerical and machine hours from Exhibit 2. A short study for the pro- rating of operator hours,
will disclose that each machine requires a percentage of operator attention.
For example, key punching and key verification requires one operator using
one machine on a one -to -one ratio. Key -punch operator salaries and machine
rental costs may be directly applied on this basis to work performed. Clerical
costs can also be directly applied because supporting machines are generally
not necessary. However, the sorters, reproducers and other machines, create a
problem. One operator may run two or more different machines almost simultaneously, and this work may be performed for two or more different functions.
As the sequence by which the work may be performed may change from month
to month, the accountant must have a flexible method of distributing the salaries
of machine operators.
One method to circumvent this problem is to determine the machines normally
handled by each machine operator. In many cases, one man may handle the
daily work involving part of the time of a group of machines. The madiine
operator salary can then be pro -rated to these machines to obtain an operator
and machine hour rate. Fluctuations in time expended, due to card volume
changes, can be controlled from the schedules and applied directly to the work
performed. Monthly work may justify using percentages of machine operator
time usually assigned to the machines. For example, a machine operator may
run one accounting machine, one summary punch and one sorter. Distribution
of the machine operator time may be made on the same basis. The conclusion
that the machine operators do not work when the machines are not running
may not be infallible, but this approach has the stimulating effect of increasing
productivity.
In certain cases the tabulating department may punch tabulating cards for
one purpose, such as payroll, and later re -use the same cards for other tabulations, such as manhour or scrap reports, etc. Pro - ration of the card preparation
costs on the basis of the number of card re -uses is rarely equitable, because the
cards are clearly required for the original purpose. I favor pro- rating up to fifty
per cent of the card preparation costs, to be adjusted depending upon conditions.
This approach may appear arbitrary, but the amount of the item is usually relatively low in comparison to the total cost of the department.
Idle machine time may be distributed over eyisting work or summarized as
a separate item. My preference is for the latter treatment, because it offers a
more positive method of evaluating unused potentials in the installation. These
may be advantageously trimmed or applied to other work. As machine utiliza322
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tion percentages are increased, the net cost per productive hour of the installation should decrease.
Costs of card forms, preprinted continuous forms, carbon paper, etc., can
generally be computed and charged direct to operations. Departmental overhead, including supervision, may be charged on the machine -hour basis, obtained
from the machine operation analysis. This treatment spreads the overhead by
work function on the basis of machine and clerical hours.
Upon determining the characteristics of the costs for the various functions
handled, it is possible to scrutinize supporting cost elements and ascertain improvements in handling. Full disclosure, as afforded by a program of this
nature, becomes a sizable factor in determining improved routines. The work
standards provided in the machine operation analysis again become a practicable method of evaluating the efficiencies of the machine operators.
The usual cost summary sheet may be utilized for the final distribution of
tabulating costs. Incorporating this data into the budget program is usually endorsed by the budget director. In the absence of a budget program, the cost summaries may be released directly to the operating departments receiving the
tabulated reports. Having this cost data available tends to dissipate the popular conception that the tabulating department is a magical source of figure data
and that the preparatory effort of tabulating personnel is limited to "pushing
buttons."
Room for Improvement — Always
Few accountants or tabulating supervisors will take exception to the premise
that it is desirable to improve the administrative control of tabulating or other
office routine. In practice, however, this work often appears high on the list
of "contemplated projects." Too often, dependence is placed on the mistaken
belief that the tabulating supervisor can maintain maximum control over a
multiplicity of machine accounting operations by personal contact alone. It is
the work of breaking down the operations and applying sound cost principles,
which discloses untapped cost reduction potentials. Consolidation of the fundamental data in a form which lends itself to easy analysis also permits the continued use of the information for machine scheduling purposes.
This field opens attractive possibilities of increasing machine utilization, reducing costs and reassigning machine hours to more productive outlets. Finally,
the long -term advantages of having work standards for use as measuring sticks
for operator and machine productivity provides a valuable bolstering effect to
assure continuing efficiency.
DE CE MB ER , 19 52
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PROPERTY ACCOUNTING —
A M ANUAL WILL HELP
Of
procedure will facilitate the accounting for
THE

PREPARATION

OF A

MANUAL

property, plant and equipment and materially reduce error in the classification of
capital and revenue expenditures.
Sample provisions relating to principal
types of transactions, other than simple
additions, might be:
1. Betterments should be capitalized —
Expenditures
(including
installation
costs) which increase the capacity of the
plant or effect changes which result in a
materially greater utilization of its facilities, constitute improvements which benefit
future periods. Such expenditures should
be capitalized in the accounts and charged,
through the medium of depreciation reserves, to the cost of doing business over
the lives of the respective assets.
2. Retirements should be eliminated from
the accounts —
The book value of property retired,
whether replaced or not, shou ld be credited
to the plant accounts.
In instances in which depreciation is
provided on a composite basis, the book
value of the property retired, less salvage,
shou ld ordinarily be cha rged to the reserve
for depreciation, unless it can be demonstrated that retirement was premature and
not contemplated in the composite rate,
in which case the deficiency in the reserve
for depreciation applicable to the property
retired may be charged to profit and loss
account.
3. Repairs should be charged to expense —
Expenditures which merely maintain the
operating efficiency of the plant by mending damages from ordinary use, wear and
tear or accident, constitute repairs which
are chargeable to current operating costs.
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4. Repairs in the nature of replacements
should be charged to depreciation reserves —
Some repairs may be so extensive as to
have the effect of materially reducing
wear and tear or arresting deterioration,
thus prolonging the useful life of the
assets, in which case they should be
charged to the accumulated reserve for
depreciation.
CYRIL P. CAMBER, Philadelphia

CENTRALIZED ACCOUNTING—
A CAPSULE STUDY
THE CO OPERAT IVE G. L.F. E XCHANG E INC.

of Ithaca, New York, has found the
necessity of centralizing records, as it has
spread its services, through demand, over
the areas in three states. However, the
problem has been mastered through use
of a system which centers in a retail accounting department in the Ithaca Office,
aided by three branch offices located at
strategic points. The manager of each of
the local retail stores reports to its central
office at the close of each day's business.
This report is, essentially, made up of
four things: copies of the sales tickets
written on each item which goes out of
the store for the day, a copy of the daily
receiving report which shows every item
which comes in the store during the day,
copies of all checks (and detail of cash
"paid- outs "), and copies of all deposit
slips. These items reflect a true picture of
the day's transactions.
At the central office, the sales tickets
go to clerks who transfer the detail to
recapitulation sheets showing a breakdown of the volume for the day (feed,
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seed, fertilizer, farm supplies, and miscellaneous) and on to a section where
patron's accounts are kept and all debits
and credits are posted to the accounts of
the individual farmers. This acts as a
double check, as each retail unit also keeps
its own record of the patron's business.

its impact upon their specific problems. An
examination of this calendar, shown on
page 1094 of The Cost Forum for May
1951, reveals that the months are uniform
in having twenty -six days other than Sunday.
However, four months have five Saturdays and eight have four. Saturday is
generally a time- and -a -half day. If a
plant works six days a week, a variation
in overtime premium will result.
Without considering holidays, there is a
variation in straight -time days.
Four
months have twenty -one such days, eight
months have twenty -two. If a pla nt work s
only five days a week, there will be a
variation in monthly hours worked.
In the United States, six holidays have
been generally accepted as basic, although

In the inventory control section, a running check is kept on the movement of
inventory items by volume in and out of
each local unit. The section also handles
the posting of all supplies. By use of a
multiple type of adding, subtracting, posting machine, the central office easily keeps
track of the inventory of the local unit. there is a variation among states. New
In addition, every other month, an actual Year's Day is eliminated from January in
count is made of all inventories at each the world calendar. If the other five are
local store and checked against the book subtracted from the straight -time days, the
result will be:
inventory.
Monthly financial reports for each daily
Two months with 20 straight -time days.
retail unit are made up from the accumu- Five months with 21 straight -time days.
lations by machine posting of the reports Five months with 22 straight -time days.
sent in. Some stores, for convenience sake,
By setting up Worldsday outside of
choose a forty -five day statement period.
The posting is staggered in relation to the any month, there are left 364 days, which
need for the reports, to avoid unnecessary is exactly divisible by 7. However, it is
handling of paper. The statements show not divisible by 12 without a remainder,
the cost of operation, volume of business, which must result in an inequality of
net worth, net saving and loss, if any. working days among months. Except for
There are auxiliary reports showing effithe effect of holidays, which vary not only
ciency of labor records and other analyses
throughout the world but within the
of importance to and requested by the
United States, the world calendar does
local unit or management.
KENNETH T. HITCHMAN, Elmira Area provide equality among quarterly periods.
Each cost accountant interested in the
THE WORLD CALENDAR AND
THE WORKING M ONTH
regarding
the practicality of the proposed world
calendar, cost accountants should analyze
BE F O RE M AK I N G A DE C I SI O N
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problem should analyze the calendar with
regard to his own situa tion. He will probably find that it does not provide that
which is claimed for it.
JAMES H. BARRETT, Detroit
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Exchange Agreements for Refined
Petroleum Products
by JOHN C. BUMGARNER
Secretary - Treasurer, Wood River Oil 8 Refining Co., Inc.
Wichita, Kansas

Company and industry transportation economies result when refiners
agree to supply each other with oil in specified areas. The agreements
effecting such exchanges have characteristic provisions, summarized
in this article, and present a number of accounting problems. These
are discussed and forms used in connection with them are illustrated.

are of the opinion they are purchasing (say)
super zip" gasoline when they ask the service station attendant at a station
displaying "super zip" signs to "fill 'er up." Frequently, however, they are actually purchasing gasoline with the same refining specifications as "super zip" but
produced in some other company's refinery. This results from exchange agreements between many of our companies with old refineries or wholesale terminals,
whereby die refined products of one company are exchanged for those of another
company either in the same marketing area or in an entirely different marketing
area. Accounting for such agreements, is, in my opinion, one of the most interesting portions of accounting for petroleum refineries.

T

HE MAJORITY OF CAR OWNERS
11

Advantages of Exchange Agreements
The economic advantages of exchange agreements are so great that they will
continue to become more common in spite of objections of a few sales and advertising executives who contend they confect with national advertising campaigns stressing brand superiority. The principal advantages of exchange
agreements for refined products are:
I. Substantial savings in
charges.
2. A wider marketing area.

transportation

3. More even distribution of sales through out the year and, consequently, smaller
average inventories.

The greatest advantages from exchange agreements are obtained by companies
having either refineries or wholesale terminals connected with refined product
pipelines or having access to cheap water transportation by river barges, lake
tankers or ocean tankers.
One example will illustrate in a small way, the transportation savings possible
526
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with exchange agreements. Company A has a refinery in Southern Oklahoma
which produces a million gallons of gasoline monthly in excess of the requirements of its Southern Oklahoma customers. It has been shipping this excess to
its customers in the Minneapolis -St. Paul area in railroad tank cars. Company B
has a refinery in Northeastern Oklahoma from which it has been shipping a million gallons of gasoline monthly to its customers in Southern Oklahoma, likewise
in railroad tank cars. Company B's refinery is connected by pipeline with the
pipeline system of the Great Lakes Pipe Line Company extending from Cushing,
Oklahoma, to various terminals in Minnesota, North and South Dakota, and
having a branch pipeline to the Great Lakes region.
An exchange agreement is executed between Companies A and B, under which
Company A is to receive a million gallons of gasoline monthly from Company
B's share of the Great Lakes Pipe Line Company's storage at Minneapolis, and
Company B is to receive a million gallons of gasoline monthly from Company
A's refinery storage in Southern Oklahoma. Company A agrees to reimburse
Company B for the pipeline rate between Cushing, Oklahoma, and Minneapolis
which will be paid to the pipeline company by Company B. By avoiding all rail
shipments, the following monthly transportation savings result to each company:
COMPANY A
Rail rates per gallon:
Southern Oklahoma to Minneapolis
Northeastern Oklahoma to Southern Oklahoma
Pipeline rate per gallon from Cushing, Oklahoma to
Minneapolis

COMPANY B

$ .041
$ .019
.015

Transportation savings:
Per gallon

$ .026

$ .019

Per month (based on average of 1,000,000 gallons)

$26,000

$19,000

There has probably never been a refinery sales manager who regretted having
too large a marketing area. Exchange agreements permit oil companies to sell
competitively in areas located over a thousand miles from the refineries of the
exchanging companies. This condition would not be possible if rail rates from
the far distant refineries were a necessary cost, as nearby refineries would have the
great cost advantage of pipeline rates for crude oil compared with much higher
rail rates for refined products of the possible market competitors. A wider market also results in a greater net realization from each barrel of refined products
sold, as industrial regions and population centers such as St. Louis, Chicago and
Milwaukee are much better markets for fuel oils used in industries and to heat
homes than sparsely settled regions in the south and midwest where nautral gas
is available at lower prices than fuel oils.
DE CE M BE R , 1 95 2
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LETTER

OF

AGREEMENT

WOOD RIVER OIL & REFINING CO., INC.
Wichita, Kansas
Wood River Exchange No.
Exchange Company No.

Date
This letter of agreement confirms the exchange agreement described below:
WOOD RIVER OIL DZLIVERS

PRODUCT

F.O.A. POTNT

APPROXIMATE
VOLUME

WOOD RIVER OIL
COLLECTS LOCATION
DIFFERENTIAL

WOOD R VER OIL
COLLECTS GRADE
DIFFERENTIAL

WOOD RIVER OIL RECEIVES

PRODUCT

F.O.B. POINT

Deliveries
%
:food
River by
- To Barge///7

WOOD RiVLR OIL
PAYS LOCATION
DIFFERENTIAL

APPROXIMATE
VOLUME

WOOD RIVER OIL
PAYS GRADE
DIFFERENTIAL

Deliveries by
% /
/%
CarZ7Truck��Exchange�Cc�-�To�Barge/�/Tank�Car/�/Truck/

Quantities (Adjusted to 600 F.) determined: Truck loadings by meter if available,
othorwisc rated capacities for both tank cars and trucks, barge quantities determined as
follows-

S p e c i a l Prov s ons:
1� erj.oQ jrom

to

Cancellation
Specifications

e rema ).ng provisions of this exchange appear on the reverse side of
Acc=pted this

day of

WOOD RIVER OIL & REFINING CO., INC.

, 19_

By

is sheet.

By
Ti tla

EXHIBIT 1

Although recent improvements in refining equipment and methods allow more
variation in the percentage production of each type of refined products, it is still
impossible to regulate production to agree with seasonal sales requirements. The
gasoline demand in six months of each year is much larger than refinery production and the demand for burning oils in the other six months also greatly exceeds
528
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refinery production. However, due to abnormal demand of large customers, one
company may have inadequate storage of the desired product when the industry
as a whole has an oversupply of that product. In such cases, an exchange agreement permits the sale to be made to the customer and a like amount of products
to be returned to the other company from future refinery production. In this
manner, it is possible for many refiners to maintain smaller average inventories
of each refined product and still supply customers with all the products they
desire.
Little Cash Flows in Connection With Exchange Agreements
It is customary for refineries to physically exchange products with other companies without receiving or disbursing any cash except in the following cases
where month -end debit or credit memos are prepared for each exchange agreement:
I. Location or place differentials, which are
the values assigned to transporting products between the locations at which
products are delivered to and received
from the exchanging company. Normally
this is based on the lowest transportation
costs available between the two exchange
points.
2. Grade or product differentials, which are
the plus or minus factors assigned to
each product in comparison with the
price of a basic product, which is usually designated as regular grade gasoline. Normally these are computed from
the average monthly wholesale market

prices of each product based on quotations of a reputable price quoting publication, such as the Wa l l Street Journal
or Platt's Oilgram.
Closing of exchange agreement balances.
Frequently, exchange balances are reduced to less than the quantity contained in a single barge, tank car
or truck, whichever method of delivery
is used on the particular exchange. In
such cases, the monetary value, based on
current quotations, is computed for the
gallonage due the company over- delivered, and settlement made by check.

The monthly debit and credit memos to record the above transactions frequently amount to less than one -tenth of one per cent of the actual value of the
refined products exchanged each month.
Letter of Agreement; Delivery Forms Used
To have a comprehensive written memorandum of all facts relating to each
exchange agreement, our initial procedure is to have an exchange agreement
number assigned to the particular agreement and the details regarding quantities,
delivery points, products, location and grade differentials confirmed by the two
exchanging companies in a letter of agreement. Our letter of agreement (Exhibit 1) is a printed form containing the information usually needed by our
sales and accounting departments. It is sometimes necessary to add a supplementary page if the space provided for special provisions is inadequate to express
D E C E MB E R , 1952
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PROVISIONS ON REVERSE SIDE OF A LETTER AGREEMENT
I. TAXES
All taxes and inspection fees, now or hereafter imposed by Federal, state or local
governments, in respect to or measured by the products delivered hereunder or the
manufacture, storage, delivery, receipt, exchange or inspection thereof, shall be for
the account of the receiving party, and such receiving party shall reimburse the delivering party, upon receipt of invoice fherefor, for any of such taxes or fees legally
required to be paid and paid by such delivering party in respect of the product
delivered by if.
2. DELIVERIES
Deliveries shall be made within the delivering terminal's usual business hours and at
such times as may be required by the receiving party, provided that reasonable
advance notice of each delivery has been given by the receiving party. At the time
of giving such notice, the receiving party shall furnish the delivering party necessary
shipping instructions. The delivering party shall prepare and furnish the other party
with copies of bills of lading and other shipping papers. The volume delivered by
each party to the other shall be kept reasonably in balance at all times and, upon
termination of the exchange, the party which has delivered the greater quantity
shall continue to receive from the other, unless otherwise agreed, until the deliveries
of each party to the other are equal in quantity. Title to products delivered into
trucks and barges shall pass when and as the products are loaded into such equipment, and title to products delivered into tank cars shall pass when the carrier
accepts the same for shipment. Any small balance amounting to less than one truck
load due either company at the termination of this arrangement will be invoiced to
the other, at a price mutually satisfactory to both parties.
3. MEASUREMENT
The volume or quantity delivered shall be determined as indicated on the face
of this agreement, all quantifies being corrected for temperature to 60° Fahrenheit
in accordance with co- efficients of expansion shown in "Abridged Volume Correction
Table for Petroleum Oils" appearing in supplement to N.B.S. Circular C-410 issued
April 20, 1937, or in the latest supplement thereto or revision thereof effective a+ the
time of delivery.
4. INVOICES
Unless otherwise specified herein, each party shall render to the other, at +he
close of each month, an invoice covering the differentials, if any, payable to it
hereunder in respect of deliveries made by it during such month. All sums due
under any invoice shall be paid, without discount, within 10 days after receipt of
invoice.
Except for the differentials, if any, indicated on the face of this letter of agree.
ment and for faxes stated in paragraph I above, this loan or exchange shall be on
a barrel for barrel basis without the payment of any money by either party to the
other.
5. FORCE MAJEURE
Each party shall be excused for delay in performance hereunder when and to the
extent that such performance is delayed by reason of any cause beyond the party's
control, including but not limited to Acts of God, acts of enemies of the United
States, fire, war, strikes, government restrictions or prohibitions, compliance (volun.
tary or involuntary) with any order or request of any governmental agency or aufhorify, breakdown of delivering or receiving equipment, and total or partial failure
of the facilities to be used in transporting the products delivered hereunder from
the place of production in the raw state to the place of delivery hereunder.

EXHIBIT 2
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our

fully the intent of the exchanging companies. The reverse side of our letter
of agreement contains the information appearing in Exhibit 2.
After the letter of agreement is executed, we furnish the exchanging company
with a supply of our forms for itemizing each day the quantity and type of
products which it delivers from each supply point to our customers, to other
refining companies authorized by us to receive products from the exchanging
company's storage, or to our own storage (Exhibit 3). This form carries cumulative quantity totals for the month -to -date, for convenience in summarizing the
monthly transactions and for the sales department's use in balancing, as nearly
as possible, the receipts from the other company with the deliveries to it.
The exchanging company also supplies us with supplementary data on each
delivery charged to our exchange agreement, from which we either invoice
customers, charge some other company for the quantity delivered on another
exchange agreement, or record a quantity increase in our own storage tanks.
To be certain of complete accuracy of accounting for quantities, in the absence
of monetary controls, all deliveries shown on the daily exchange reports received
from the exchanging company are verified as to quantities through the following
procedures: ( 1 ) by comparing with our sales invoices and inserting related invoice numbers or, (2) by comparing with our exchange delivery reports charged
to other companies and inserting related exchange numbers or, (3) by comparing with daily quantities received in our storage tanks from sources other than
our own production or purchases from other companies.
We use a very similar form, except for the color of the paper, in reporting
exchange deliveries made by us for quantities chargeable to the other company
on the exchange agreement. Likewise, we furnish the exchanging company with
supplementary data needed by it to either invoice its customers, to charge some
other company for the quantity delivered on another exchange agreement, or
for recording quantities received directly into its storage tanks. To assure accuracy of the quantities shown on the daily exchange delivery reports prepared by
us, we compare the reports with our refinery's or terminal's daily listing of all
barge, tank car and truck shipments to verify that all shipments are either invoiced to customers or charged to another company on an exchange agreement.
Any exchange deliveries reported, which cannot be located on the daily listing
of refinery and terminal shipments, are compared either with offsetting receipts
on another exchange agreement or with products purchased from other companies for direct shipments on exchange agreements.
It is also essential for the exchanging companies to be in agreement at the
close of each month with respect to the product balances on each exchange and
the location and grade differentials relating to the month's transactions. We mail
DE C EM B E R, 19 3 2
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to each exchange company, at monthly intervals, an exchange summary statement which recapitulates the monthly exchange deliveries and receipts, begin ning -of -month balances, end -of -month balances and computations of location
and grade differentials, with space provided for confirmation by the exchanging
company (Exhibit 4). The location and grade differentials computed in the exchange summary statement are then summarized in a debit or credit memo.
Price Protection Clauses
Most exchange agreements are intended to operate for only a few months and
neither party obtains a material advantage from variations in grade differentials
within the period, as the volume delivered by each party to the other is normally
in balance, within reasonable limits. However, on exchanges which may extend
over a period of more than six months, and particularly on agreements involving
exchanges of gasoline for burning oils in approximately equal monthly volumes,
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EXHIBIT 3

it may be desirable to include a special clause to apply in the event of a substantially unbalanced exchange continuing more than ninety days. Such a clause
should equalize unwarranted profits resulting from receipt by one company of
excessive quantities of burning oils during the winter months when the price
variations between gasoline and burning oils are lowest and returning by that
company of excessive quantities of gasoline in the summer months when the
price variations between gasoline and burning oils are highest.
Valuation of Month -End Exchange Balances
We price our month -end exchange balances on an individual exchange basis
computed from the quantity, product and location of each exchange balance.
On balances due other companies, we consider the location of the balance to
be returned by us and value each product balance on our usual inventory basis
of cost or market for each location, whichever is lower. Transportation costs
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EXCHANGE SUMMARY STATEMENT
Your Exchange No.........................
Our Exchange No
.........................
Between WOOD RIVER OIL & REFINING CO., INC. and

..............................

Products

195........
Monthending
........................... ...............................
First of Month
End of Month
Balance due Wood — — Transactions for Month — — Balance Due Wood
From You River (Balance
River (Balance Delivered to You Received
by Wo od River
by Wood River
Due You) In
Due You) In
Gallons
Place Gallons Place Gallons
Gallons

COMPUTATION OF LOCATION DIFFERENTIALS
For Deliveries at
— — Due Wood River — —
Gallons Per Gallon Amount

Products

Produets

— — — Due You
Gallons Per Gallon

—

—

—

Amount

COMPUTATION OF GRADE DIFFERENTIALS
—
— Due You —
Due Wood River —
Gallons Per Gallon Amount Gallons Per Gallon Amount

The above is in agreement with our records with the
exceptions, if any, noted above.

.......................................... ...............................
By
................................... ...............................
Title
...............................

Date

....... .......... ...... ...

EXHIBIT 4

between our refinery and our owned or leased terminals are considered in pricing
exchange balances due other companies at each terminal. On balances due us
from other companies, we also consider the location of the balance to be delivered by the other company. Whenever we have incurred transportation costs
or location differentials in establishing the exchange balance due us at locations
other than our refinery, those factors are considered for pricing purposes.
Classification in Financial Statements
Some companies consider the net exchange balance due from other companies
as a proper addition to the inventory of refined products. Likewise, those companies subtract from the inventory of refined products the net exchange balance
due other companies. This does not appear to be good accounting procedure
where exchange agreement balances represent sizable sums.
We prefer to have our inventory of refined products represent the actual
inventory under our direct control in our owned or leased storage tanks, without
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giving any effect to exchange agreement balances. We state the total exchange
balances due us as "Due Us on Exchange Agreements," which is shown separately from accounts receivable in the current asset section of the balance sheet.
We state the total exchange balances due other companies as "Due Other Companies on Exchange Agreements," which is shown separately from accounts
payable in the current liabilities section.
Monthly, we charge cost of sales with the following items relating to exchange
Agreements:
I. Net location differentials.
2. Net grado differentials.
3. Net increase in balances due us on ex-

change agreements during the current
month.

By allocating the above costs against the refineries or terminals from which
products were obtained for sales to our customers, the gross profit realized from
each refinery and terminal can be obtained.
Should Exchange Agreements Be Used By Other Industries?

The petroleum industry is believed to be the only industry which has made
extensive use of exchange agreements. There are undoubtedly many other industries which could adopt similar procedures and so save substantial sums each
year in transportation costs, obtain sales in more profitable marketing areas and
perhaps reduce average inventories required to meet customers' requirements.
The advantages should be particularly attractive for industries having large
capital investments in plant and equipment, access to cheap water transportation
for raw materials or finished goods, relatively few plants in each large marketing area, wide marketing areas, and which manufacture products in accordance
with standard specifications, as do steel, aluminum, copper, chemical, and building materials companies.
There are few industries, if any, more competitive than the petroleum refining
industry. The huge annual capital expenditures and research expenses of the
petroleum refining industry are a result of this competitive condition. The
extensive use of exchange agreements throughout the industry indicates that
most oil refining companies agree it is better to cooperate with the competition
if profits can be materially increased, even though some customers may realize
they sometimes receive products that were not refined by the company from
whom purchased. Since the exchange products have uniform refining specifications and perform as satisfactory in every respect, the customers' interests are
protected.
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Accounting for a Bulk Oil Plant —
A Distributor's View
by SHORELAND C. MATTHIAS
Plant Accountant, Roosevelt Oil Service Division, York - Shipley, Inc., York, Po.

Although it is not ordinarily practitahle to "buck" competition in
the .netting of wholesale or retail prices for petroleum products, a
distrihutor has two other avenues to maximize profit: expense reduction and increased sales volume. Hence the importance of effective
reporting of operations as well as economical handling of product
and processing of records. Forms and procedures of a company alert
to these circumstances are presented in this paper.

the operation of a petroleum bulk plant
T dealing in gasoline, retail fuelofoils,
and heavy bulk oils. A distributor
HIS ARTICLE IS A DESCRIPTION

orders these products from the refinery and, with the exception of the heavy
bulk oils, holds them in tank storage until sold in smaller quantities. Usually
products are received by the distributor in tank car or transport truck quantities
at inland locations.
Product Groups
Sales are segregated and expenses are assigned and allocated to groups of
products. The first product group consists of gasoline, which is generally in
two grades, and also stocks of motor oils and of T.B.A. (tires, batteries, and
accessories) .
The second accounting group consists of retail fuel oils in No. 1 (kerosene)
and No. 2 (furnace oil) grades. The oils in this group are delivered to customers by retail tank trucks on either a "will call" or automatic delivery basis.
The third product grouping is the heavy bulk oils, covering grades Nos. 4,
5, and 6 (Bunker C). Occasional sales of bulk loads of No. 2 oil will be included. None of the heavy grades are carried in stock as inventory. These
grades are drawn against contrac.t allotments at the refinery and are transported
by tank truck directly to the customer's tanks. Generally, these oils are used
by industrial plants which have sizable and adequate storage tanks. Since these
deliveries are direct from the refinery, it becomes a matter of record - keeping
to control the third accounting group.
The primary records for this consists of a copy of the transport order issued
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by the plant superintendent ordering a trucker to pick up a certain grade of
oil at a particular refinery and to deliver the load to a specific customer, the
refinery invoice covering the shipment, and the carrier's freight invoice with a
copy of the bill of lading attached. In most cases there will be a customer's
purchase order authorizing delivery. When these papers are accumulated, the
customer is invoiced for his delivery. In practice, billing often takes place before all these papers are received, but they are required for a complete transaction.
Objectives: Lower Per Gallon Expense, Greater Volume
Selling prices of petroleum products are established by competitive forces
and, therefore, profit margins are relatively firm, with only the opportunity of
increasing profitability through operating efficiencies and control of expense.
As a result, operating policy becomes:
I. Obtaining a reduction of expenses with
the present volume or, better yet,

2. Obtaining greater volume of sales
without an increase in dollar amount
of fixed expenses.

For the liquid products, gallons and dollar amounts are accumulated and
recorded. This gives rise to "per gallon" references throughout any financial
discussion of handling petroleum products at the distributor level. To illustrate
the operating policy, assume, for example, that 100,000 gallons of No. 1 fuel
oil (kerosene) were sold during a particular month. The monthly financial
statement may reflect this phase of the operation as follows:
Sales (100,000
gallons)
Cost of sales

$14,000 $ .1400 per gallon
11,500
.1150

Total expense
Net profit

$

2,500
.0250
500 $ .0050

With the selling price established largely by competition and cost of product
governed by refinery prices, the gross profit margin of $.0250 per gallon is
not subject to much fluctuation or, at least, is not influenced directly by the
distributor. However, the distributor does control total expense. Therefore,
if he can deliver 100,000 gallons at a figure of $1,750 per month, instead of
$2,000, this will produce a per gallon total expense of $.0175. Net profit becomes $.0075 per gallon or $750. By constantly watching the unit figures, an
insight into the operation can be had. By combining favorable "per gallon"
figures with increased volume, some really good net profit results can be obtained.
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To illustrate further, it may be assumed that the volume now has risen to
150,000 gallons. If the new unit total expense figure of $.0075 per gallon

prevails, as described above and obtained through operated efficiencies, the
financial statement now would show:
Sales (150,000
gallons)
Cost of sales

$21,000 $ .1400 per gallon
17,250
.1150

Gross profit
Total expense
Net profit

3,750
2,625

.0250
.0175

$1,125 $ .0075

Thus a net profit of $.0075 is obtained, indicating maintenance of the efficiency which improved results at the lower volume. In addition, because of
the volume increase, there was a further profit betterment. Instead of $500 net
profit on 100,000 gallons, now $1,125 net profit is obtained, or an increase of
122 per cent, with only a fifty per cent increase in volume. Perhaps it will be
clearer by comparison:

$

.1400

$

150,000
21,000
17,250

$

.1400
.1150

.1150

50,000
7,000
5,750

3,750
2,625

.0250
.0175

1,250 (1)
625 (2)

500

.0050

1,125

.0075

625 (3)

$

.0250
.0200

$

2,500
2,000

$

Net profit

$

Gross profit
Total expense

$

100,000
14,000
11,500

$

$

Gallons
Sales
Cost of sales

INCREASE

AFTER

BEFORE

(1) Volume alone.
(2) $1,000 added expense, less $375 saving in expenses.
(3) $375 expense saving, plus $150 net profit due to increased volume.

The basic concept is plainly additional volume at lower unit cost. This is
our constant objective. Is this not the challenge in all American competitive
enterprises? Here is the cost accountant's opportunity to suggest and point out
ways and means to management to secure better operating results, thereby producing more dollars of net profit.
Seldom will one decision do the task as in our example, but, by constant
efforts applied with enthusiasm and keeping in mind "more volume at less cost"
in handling the day -to -day problems, some better results are sure to be obtained.
Certainly this attitude is a better one than "let's see how we do by the end of
month" pattern of conducting a business. It becomes a matter of guiding the
business in the direction it should go, instead of letting it run management
"all over the lot."
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Procedural description of how we process deliveries and assemble information falls naturally into two parts. First will be considered the part played by
the bulk plant and, following that, the part played by the company office in
accounting and control.
Bulk Plant Procedure: Origin of Wholesale Transactions

The process of recording sales at the bulk plant is the starting point.
In the case of wholesale gasoline and oil, sales are recorded on a triplicate form
of invoice called W- tickets. In gasoline deliveries, meter readings are recorded
and the tank wagon salesman makes the proper extensions. All that is required
is a simple subtraction between the beginning and ending meter readings to
obtain the gallons delivered. By use of a pre - calculated chart, the salesman is
able to make his extensions and present the invoices at the time of delivery,
thus saving the necessity of mailing the invoices at a subsequent time.
For warehouse sales of motor oils and T.B.A. (tires, batteries, and accessories), the plant superintendent makes the necessary entry of description,
quantity, price, and extensions. The duplicate copy becomes the customer's copy
and is presented at the time of delivery. The triplicate copy is retained at the
bulk plant for reference. The original is forwarded to the accounting office.
There the original is coded for all items by lines which will coincide with inventory accounts in which held. Items are costed daily, with the exception of
gasoline which is costed in summary at the end of the month. Thus prepared,
the W- tickets are ready for posting.
Bulk Plant Procedure: Retail Transactions

For retail fuel oil transactions there are additional items of information to
be considered. Predominately, our retail fuel oil sales are made by automatic
delivery known as the "degree -day system." This is a method by which the
customer's requirements are calculated to provide for the next future delivery
automatically and, of course, in sufficient time to prevent the customer running
out of oil. To accomplish this, a registering and computing electric clock
records the time in "degree- days" when the out -door temperature remains below
the standard temperature of 65 °. The standard temperature is the out -door
temperature (in the locality) at which it has been determined heat will be
required in- doors. To compute the estimated time of the next delivery, these
factors are involved:
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I. Capacity of the customer's storage tank.
l . Degree -day reading of the last delivery.

3. Gallons of fuel oil delivered at lest delivery.

4. K- factor (average number of degree -days
per gallon of fuel oil consumed).

In establishing the time of the next future delivery, multiplying the gallons
of the last delivery by the K- factor determines how many degree -days in the
future the next delivery should be made. This, added to the degree -day reading at time of last delivery, will result in the degree -day reading of the next
required delivery. Delivery tickets are removed from file each day in accordance with readings of the degree -day clock and the dispatcher arranges them
for immediate routing and delivery.
(Although this information has been given here, for completeness, in connection with bulk plant routine, a portion is now an office function. The information necessary for the computation of future delivery is maintained in the
accounting office and is posted as supplementary folio at the time the sale is
posted to the individual customer's account. Formerly, separate records were
maintained for this purpose, posted by hand. The present method saves clerical
costs. )
A fuel oil driver will fill his truck to the calibrated marker at the loading
rack, charging his truck loading ticket (State requirement) with the gallons
loaded plus any gallonage left over from previous trip. He then secures from
the degree -day Clerk a group of fuel oil delivery tickets due for oil delivery.
All of the customer's addresses are zoned and subzoned for savings in delivery
costs. Selecting a group of tickets falling within a similar zone and subzone,
he is ready to make metered deliveries to customers.
It may happen that all the deliveries which the driver has to make on a
particular trip are located in the same block or close -by, for the reason that
the tickets have been sorted to correspond to the same subzone area. Occasionally, if the driver estimates he does not have enough deliveries within the subzone to empty his truck, a few more tickets within this subzone will be pulled
from the file in advance of their normal calculated degree -day delivery. This
may prevent his return to this subzone the following day or possibly for several
days. This is effective dispatching rather than indiscriminate scurrying hither,
thither, and yon when the customers may urgently require oil.
At each stop on his route, the driver inserts the fuel oil delivery ticket (in
triplicate) into the meter on his truck. When he sets the meter, it prints zero
at the start of the delivery and locks the ticket in the meter. At the conclusion
of filling the customer's tank, he releases his ticket and, in so doing, the gallons delivered as recorded by the meter are printed on the ticket. By reference
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EXHIBIT 1

to a chart, the driver makes the dollar extension on the ticket and leaves the
duplicate copy with the customer.
Upon his return to the bulk plant, the driver accounts for his gallonage by
completing his loading ticket. He turns in delivery tickets for the gallons delivered. The remainder on the truck, if any, is a carry-over to the new loading
ticket. The degree -day clerk checks the driver's accounting for the load and
his extensions and completeness in preparation of the delivery tickets. The
tickets are then stamped with a degree -day reading on the original copy. After
running a total of the n umber of gallons sold for the day, for the relief of
inventory, the degree -day clerk separates the original from the triplicate copy.
The triplicate copy is retained at the bulk plant for reference while the original
is dispatched to the account office for coding and posting.

Bulk Plan t Procedu re: Cont rol of Qu antities
Of prime importance in the operation of bulk plant is the daily physical
inventory in gallons and the product shortage or overage of the tanks. Each
morning, before operations begin, the plant superintendent measures all tanks
and establishes the physical inventory. From the first of the month (which
began with the prior month's ending physical inventory), a daily extension of
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book inventory in gallons is made and the physical is compared and any overages
or shortages are shown on a daily inventory sheet.
Also on this sheet is a listing of each receipt of product into the plant during the day, showing the bill of lading number, transport order number, the
carrier, and from whom the product was drawn, in addition to the gallons
received. This inventory sheet is important because, in disclosing the amount
of shortages in gallons (and occasionally overages), it sometimes can be interpreted to indicate the manner in which the shortages are occurring. For example, a sudden overage of around forty -five hundred gallons probably means
that a load of oil was received and not recorded properly on the day it was
received into stock. Or a small but steady increase of shortage from day to
day will indicate a leaking tank or valve. Also, serious spill of product is
noticeable.
The inventory sheet is most important at the end of the month when it
establishes the total product shortage for that period, shows detail of receipts
into stock and daily product sales totals, and provides a proof for vouchering
by gallons. At the same time, it provides accountability for sales during the
month. Because this report is prepared at the bulk plant and because the accounting office, to which sales tickets are sent and at which the accounts are
kept, is located at the main office, separation of physical handling from accounting is observed and internal control is established and maintained.
Direct Sales from Vendors' Storage
For the recording of bulk oil sales, four copies of the invoice are prepared.
The first three copies are mailed to the customer while the fourth is coded for
posting. Since no physical handling of this product occurs, the invoicing of
bulk oils is accomplished from the accounting office. After the bulk oil invoices
are posted, the invoice copies are sorted by customers and tallied by grade of
oil in gallons. This becomes a monthly summary of bulk oil sales by customer
in gallons of bulk oil by respective grades sold.
Office Procedure: Sales and Cost of Sales Summary
To better use the information supplied the office, as described in preceding
sections of this paper, an automatic accounting machine of a popular make was
purchased. This machine was capable of accumulation of gallons and dollar
amounts for various commodity codings. It was necessary to provide for two
separate runs of posting charges but this was not difficult because of the distinctiveness of the charges. W- tickets for gasoline and fuel oil delivery tickets,
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EXHIBIT 2

together with copies of the bulk oil billings, were combined for the first run
and coded as follows:
FIRST RUN
Register
3 Regular gasoline Gallons and amount
4 Premium gasoline
"
5 Industrial gasoline "
"
6 #2 Fuel oil
"
7 Bulk oils
"
8 #1 Kerosene
"
9 Drums
Amount only.

This arrangement permitted us to accumulate gallons and dollar sales amounts
by the use of fourteen separate registers.
The second posting run was composed of the remaining W- tickets, those
covering sales of motor oils and T.B.A. items. This run was coded as follows:
SECOND RUN
Register
3 Premium motor oil Gallons and amount
4 Regular motor oil
"
5 Other oils
"
6 Varsol
"
7 T.B.A.
Note land amount
8 Grease
Pounds and amount
9 Drums
Note 2 and amount
(Because no unit quantities were accumulated in the left -hand registers 7 and 9, one
register (Note I ) was used to accumulate the cost of sales for oils and greases (Regis 541
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tars 3, 4, 5, and 8) which is an inventory account and the other (Note 2) to accumulate
cost of sales of T.B.A. items (Register 7) which are held in another inventory account.
Because Varsol is used infrequently, cost accumulation was not found to be required on
the machine. Drums represent a deposit and no cost is required).

As a result of this arrangement, each day the bulk plant manager and the
plant accountant receive a copy of the prior day's sales summary, showing gallons and sales dollar amount in each commodity class. By picking up the prior
day's accumulation of sales, a month -to -date figure is shown on each report.
Exhibit 1 is a typical sales summary of gasoline and fuel oils. There is a
similar daily sales summary for lubricating oil, greases, and accessories.
The daily sales summary becomes a valuable barometer for the bulk plant
manager in comparing sales, either in units or dollars, with forecast "sure"
sales or quota sales as established for the month. Also, the sales entry for
the month can be prepared with little difficulty from the last day of the month's
report.
Office Procedure: Handling Collections on Account
Because the oil division of the company is engaged in a highly competitive
retail business and inasmuch as we advertise the service we render to the customer, care must be taken in recording transactions to avoid unnecessary annoyance and antagonism. The receipt form for payments on account, intended to
properly record and control the receipt of the money, was also designed to
avoid any further inquiry by the customer.
To accomplish this, a triplicate form was adopted and dispensed from a
small register with a cash drawer attached. The original is given to the customer and displays in "phantom" print a big "THANK YOU!" across the face
of the form. The second copy is for the cashier to check -out her money each
day and is forwarded to the accounting office where it is used as the posting
copy for accounts receivable. The third copy remains in the register and is
periodically removed. When removed, it is filed in numerical order for reference if necessary.
Inasmuch as the monies are received at the bulk plant and the deposit is
prepared at that location and dispatched to the bank, its handling is at a distance from the location where the accounts are kept, thus providing for good
internal control. As to customer relations, inquiries concerning payments on
account have been rare since we adopted this procedure for all of our three
cashiers.
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Procedures for Appraisal and Improvement of Performance
Extensive use of forecast sales and budgeted expenses is made during the
year. Since gallonage is paramount, sales of various products are forecast, by
customers where practical, and in summary in the case of retail fuel oil accounts.
Gross profit is not difficult to compute, because of firm margins. With several past years as a guide and by use of the "per gallon" figures, it is not a
highly difficult task to analyze and budget expenses for the year. The year
is foreaast in total and then detailed by months to reflect seasonal variations in
volume. With forecast sales and budgeted expenses as operating objectives, personnel are careful to watch the accumulation of gallons sold during the month.
It becomes an indicator of the result which can be expected on the published
financial statement.
The profit and loss statement is detailed to show, side -by -side, the current
month's dollar amounts and the budget figures. Also, current actual "per gallon" figures are compared to budget "per gallon" figures. Cumulative actual
dollar and "per gallon" figures are displayed, with the result that the statement takes the appearance as shown in Exhibit 2.
There are short, supplementary reports prepared for management as required.
For example, one of these shows how well our allotment of oil by grades by
suppliers is being drawn each month. As a distributor it is necessary for the
company to contract for a year's supply of various grades of fuel oils every
June. The suppliers determine how this supply will be drawn over the twelve
months. In critical times, if a month's allotment is not drawn, it cannot be
drawn the following month, but is lost. It becomes important to know whether
or not the month's allotment has been drawn or when it will be exceeded. This
report is prepared from analysis of the information contained on the voucher
cards covering purchases of product during the month.
After the month is closed, the sales tickets are sorted by customers and
analyzed by commodities, so that the bulk plant manager can know who is buying in relation to forecast sales and, also, whether a gasoline account is buying
oils and greases in proper relationship to gasoline purchases.
Armed with the information which has been described, the bulk plant manager is in a position to know his operating condition. In the competitive oil
business, only the manager who knows his volume, expenses and their method
of control, can feel that his decisions are accurately made and in the best interests
of the company.
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Plant Accounting Records for an Oil Refinery
by S. E. MARQUART
Accounting Supervisory Staff, Baton Rouge Refinery, Esso Standard Oil Co.

Among industries in which plant expenditures are important in
amount and various in character, the oil industry is one of the foremost. Described here are the plant accounting procedures, which
combine some manual steps with predominantly machine methods,
used in the author's company. They stand as serviceable for primary
purposes of control and issue in a number of informative reports.
N ANY BUSINESS

the plant and equipment used in producing its goods and

I services create an immediate need for reliable data for intelligent operation

of the activity. This is particularly true of a petroleum refinery engaged in
producing more than seven hundred standard finished petroleum products, each
meeting a different quality specification. The acquisition, classification, recording, controlling, disposal, and reporting on these many objects of fixed physical property obviously nurtures numerous accounting transactions which must be
handled both economically and effectively. Careful study of the problem has
caused us to follow the machine application route.
What Is Required of Plant Accounting Records
Before getting into the more detailed aspects of plant records it may be
well to consider what plant accounting records are expected to do. The initial
requirement, of course, is that they furnish an historical record of the property, adequately describing the item, from whom and when it was acquired,
how much was paid for it, a citation of the approval authorization, and an indication of any special tax consideration applicable. Having acquired the property, accountability must be preserved until final disposal of the asset.
The record should provide a means for computing depreciation reserves and
a basis for distributing to expense the proportionate cost of the asset consumed
during the period of its useful life.
In this connection, we employ a group system of depreciation which is essentially a division of investment into functionally similar groups of fixed capital assets for which a separate computation of depreciation cost is made and
for which a single aggregate group depreciation reserve is maintained. A distinguishing characteristic of a group system of depreciation is the maintenance
of an aggregate reserve against an aggregate investment rather than a specific
DECEMBER, 1952
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reserve against each item. Among the advantages of such a system is the lower
requirement for clerical or mechanical effort to maintain reserve accounts. The
system also tends to reduce the margin of error in depreciation allocations by
offsetting over- depreciation and under - depreciation of individual units.
Also, preparation of interim or periodic reports on the status of fixed assets
and related reserves is essential to operations and to the meeting of tax requirements imposed by law. Such reports are dependent on the plant records as a
source of information. Finally, the plant records must be susceptible to a complete and comprehensive audit.
For practical reasons, in meeting accounting and control requirements, we
charge all expenditures for construction work on the acquisition of property
to an account labeled "incomplete construction — appropriations." As projects
are completed or placed in use, the capital portion of the cost is transferred to
another account, "plant and equipment." The charges transferred are the concern of plant accounting records and present one of the problems connected
with them.
From the list below, it will be noted that our source data and records can be
classified as of two general types, manual and mechanical:
SOURCE DATA AND RECORDS
Manual
I. Property Record Card (Exhibit I ).
2. Plant and Equipment Transfers. (Exhibit
2)
3. Group Plant Record.

Mechanical
I. Monthly Appropriations Capital Vouch.
e r.
2. Monthly Plant Transactions Register. (Exhibit 3)
3. Annual Plant Transactions Register.
4. Annual Plant Investment Ledger at De.
cember 31.

Each of these accounting media will be considered in turn, following an indication of the code basis of our property records, how we eliminate expense
charges (from among the tabulating cards which carry our construction cost),
and description of our basic punch card for property records.
Construction Codes and Determining Amounts to Be Capitalized
An accountant can influence to his own advantage the accounting effort
where a machine application is involved by the establishment of a standard set
of construction codes for use on all jobs. Past construction cost experience
recorded under standard codes provides the engineer with a sound basis for
estimates of future projects. More important to the accountant, it provides
accumulated costs by equipment classification, which enables the preparation of
property record cards or their equivalent for each item of plant, with minimum
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of clerical work. The codes are first applied to voucher documents of original
entry for key punching into construction cost tabulating cards. Let us look
for a moment at an illustration of typical standard construction codes:
TYPICAL STANDARD CONSTRUCTION
CODES
Expense and other charges
101 — Dismantling
112 — Starting -up expense
Capital proratable charges
201 — Design
208— Temporary office buildings

Direct capital charges
303— Boilers
324- -Pumps and Drivers
Suspense charges
406— Accounts receivable
407 —Stock accounts
408 — Advance payments

It is usual for approved jobs to include expense charges. To permit the uninterruped flow of accounting work, it is essential that a determination be
made, prior to the actual performance of work, on the propriety of carrying to
capital or expense the charges incident to new construction, acquisition of new
property, renewals and replacements, and repairs and maintenance. This we
accomplish by having available to those concerned with preparing estimates on
new work a set of general principles to be observed in segregating capital and
expense charges. These estimates, whether job order requests or appropriation
requests, are subject to a further review by a capital vs. expense committee
composed of an engineer, a tax accountant, and a plant and equipment accountant, a measure which insures uniform application of capitalization principles
and avoids costly accounting changes later.
A sort of the current month's construction cost cards on the first digit of
the construction code field selects the charges to be included in the monthly
expense voucher. It also segregates suspense charges. These are reconciled currently and followed up for proper accounting treatment. The month's cards
covering direct capital charges and capital proratable charges are merged with
the incomplete construction card file pending completion of the project. How
completed capital assets are set up on the books monthly is detailed later on
in this article.
Plant Investment Card and Summary Card
After careful study of our records and reports, we found that the following
information, contained in a punch card, would best meet our requirements for
flexible accounting and reporting use of property information and transactions:
CARD
COLUMNS
DESCRIPTION
1-2
Entry code
3 -9
Voucher reference
DE CE MB ER , 19 52

10 -11
12 -15
16 -19

Year
Investment group
Operating assembly number
547

20 -23
24-25
16 -27
28 -30
31
32
33 -34

Manual depreciation rate
Ad valorem tax class
Equipment class
Card number
Certificate number
Tax exemption series number
Year of capitalization

35 -38
39 -40
41-49
50 -57
58 -75
66 -75
76 -80

Appropriation number
Off -year adjustments
Original cost
Accrued reserve
Salvage value
Miscellaneous

The entry code classifies the card generally as (1) opening balance, (2) additions, (3) retirements, (4) transfers in, (5) transfers out, (6) sales, (7)
dismantling or (8) salvage. Further breakdowns under each of these categories are maintained. For example, sales are divided into (1) sales intercompany, ( 2 ) sales short -term, and (3) sales long -term, etc. The operating
assembly number identifies the operating unit having control of the property
and is the number by which operating costs for cost statement purposes are
accumulated. The manual depreciation rate is the specific percentage rate of
depreciation applicable to a class of equipment. The ad valorem tax class combines the various classes of equipment reported to the state in the annual ad
valorem tax rendition. The equipment class is descriptive of each item or items
of plant for which an individual property record card is maintained. Examples
would be a pump, a tank, a lathe, piping, meters and instruments. A consecutive card number is assigned each card within an equipment class under each
operating assembly, to preserve accountability for all cards.
A single digit code identifies the certificate number of property constructed
under a government certificate of necessity. The tax exempt series code identifies tax exemption expiration date of property acquired under a tax exemption contract with the State of Louisiana. The year of capitalization is, of course,
the year in which the item of plant and equipment was initially acquired and
placed in use. The appropriation number is simply an identifying job number
assigned an approved project and is used for the accumulation of costs. Offyear adjustments occur occasionally. This fact must be recognized in income
tax working papers. The last two digits of the year designate the year affected.
In recording changes in status of property, such as retirement, sale or transfer during the year, it is necessary that information in summary form on accrued reserve and salvage value be available at the end of the year for the
preparation of financial statements and Federal income tax supporting schedules. The miscellaneous field is available for carrying various information to
meet special reporting requirements e.g. the capacity of tanks by locations, the
capacity of barges by types, the depth of water wells, the brake horsepower of
prime mover equipment, etc.
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Certain types of equipment are assigned an identification number for administrative and operational control reasons. This number is punched into one of
the additional available fields.
Since our detail card volume approximates fifty thousand cards, it has been
found expedient in preparation of annual reports to reduce this volume by
summarizing the following information from end -of- the -year investment detail
cards into some six thousand summary cards:
Investment group
Operating assembly number
Manual depreciation rate
Equipment class

Certificate number
Tax exempt series number
Year of capitalization
Investment amount (original cost)

Manual Records
The first of the accounting records listed earlier, the Property Record Card
(Exhibit 1 ) , describes specific items or classes of equipment in designated
locations. It is maintained as a perpetual inventory of all items of plant and
equipment. Descriptive data posted to this record are obtained from a file maintained for each construction job number, containing copies of approved project
estimates, purchase orders, receiving reports, paid invoices, and miscellaneous
related data. Cost is obtained from the capital voucher listing of completed
construction placed in use during the current month (see machine records).
The property record card serves as the source document for keypunching the
plant investment card which forms the detail additions to plant.
"Fixed" assets do not live up to their name. Changes occur in plant and
equipment. Items are frequently sold, scrapped, or transferred between departments or units. A form, devised by the accounting division, is used by the
operating people to control transfer of custody of property, disposal, or conversion of use. It is illustrated by Exhibit 2 . The approved and partially completed form, and the consecutive numbers assigned, provides the accounting division with information necessary to record changes. The property record card
is withdrawn from the file, necessary changes made on it, coding of the transfer form accomplished, and the card is returned to file. As in the case of the
property record card, this transfer form serves as a source document for keypunching.
The third manual form is the group record and is a running control of asset
and related reserve values for each depreciation group, of which we have sixty two. Postings to the group plant record are made manually from the monthly
plant transactions register to be described later. Entry codes on the register
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EXHIBIT 2

control the spread of assets and reserves values. However, because the plant
transaction register does not include current provisions for depreciation or salvage and dismantling entries to the reserve, the salvage and dismantling postings are obtained from a machine prepared voucher register tabulated run, while
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current depreciation provisions are calculated directly on the group plant record form.
For the general books, an estimated depreciation charge is made through a
manual voucher to undistributed accounts in profit and loss each month but,
semi - annually, the monthly provisions are reversed and actual provisions recorded through a mechanically prepared voucher in the individual operating
accounts. The investment and reserve balances in the group plant record are
reconciled with the general ledger accounts.

Machine Records
The first of the strictly fixed asset records prepared on tabulating equipment is
the appropriation capital voucher. As a product of a monthly control summary
on the construction cost cards, there is available in a summary card the total
accumulated costs chargeable to each construction detail code for each appropriation number. Based on a list of jobs placed in use, furnished by the engineers, applicable codes (200 and 300 series) are selected, merged with capital
code master cards and gangpunched into a capital voucher card. The capital
voucher cards are sorted in account code sequence and the debit entry listed.
This total represents the amount of plant expenditures capitalized for the current month. The appropriation summary cards are reproduced as a credit into
a voucher card and listed in appropriation number sequence, completing the
credit entry to incomplete construction. Hence, the appropriation voucher clearing capital expenditures to plant account, is mechanically prepared. If, however, adjustments are necessary after appropriate review, journal entries are
made for each necessary correction. Proratable costs are distributed manually
on a copy of the voucher listing and then are posted to the property record
cards.
As soon as all entries affecting plant account for the month have been completed and all plant investment cards punched and balanced to tape totals, a
detailed register of the monthly plant transactions is listed. Exhibit 3 shows
the form for this. Control totals are obtained by investment group, entry code,
rate class, and over -all, to enable posting of the group plant record control.
This register is an index for the month of changes in plant account and is very
useful in tracing the movement of property monthly during the current year.
We use a stock imprinted form for this report, headed essentially the same
as the detail card, since all of the information in the punched card is listed.
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An annual plant transactions record is also prepared, primarily for tax purposes. Federal income tax working papers, financial statements, and various
operating reports call for figures in classified summary form on additions to
or deductions from plant account during the year. To this end, a report is
prepared annually, similar to the monthly report, utilizing cards for the twelve
months, but, in this case, we obtain control totals by group, entry code, and
over -all. For the most part, statement preparation consists of posting totals
manually to a pro forma statement from the tabulated run. This register also
serves as a reference for locating investment changes during any one year.
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EXHIBIT 3

The plant investment record at the year -end is the fourth machine record of
fixed assets. To bring the card file forward each year, the current year's transaction cards are sorted together with the previous year's detail plant investment
cards and a tabulated trial balance prepared, summarizing a new current year
detail card. Zero balancing cards are eliminated from the brought- forward cards.
This trial balance of the punched card file serves as a plant investment ledger
at December 31 of each year and is printed in the same sequence that the manually prepared property record card file is maintained. Each property record card
is compared (amount only) annually with the ledger to determine agreement
of manual records with punched card file. Any errors made in coding during
the year produce credit balance cards which have to be traced and corrections
made to the detail punched cards. This ledger provides a means of maintaining a sequence control on card numbers under each equipment class. It also
supplies for audit purposes an abstract of detail cards balancing to the general ledger plant account.

Reports
Laws of the State of Louisiana require that property owners submit to the
assessor's office in each of the parishes and separately to the Louisiana Tax
Commission, an annual tax rendition with respect to the ad valorem tax on
D E C E MB E R , 1952
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fixed capital assets. This rendition, in general, provides for the elimination of
certain items as being nontaxable and other items being rendered at a fixed
percentage of original cost. In our procedure for preparing this, previous year
plant investment summary cards and current year transaction cards are summarized into a tax rendition working card. The equipment class description
is gangpunched into the working card from an ad valorem tax rendition classification master card. The tax cards are then sorted to operating assembly number order and grouped by wards and parishes. Each group is sorted separately
to year of capitalization, equipment class, operating assembly number and tax
exempt series number. After merging operating assembly description master
cards and miscellaneous description cards, the report is listed.
There is also a construction cost comparison with a particular purpose. The
relationship of maintenance costs to investment in plant is charted periodically
and reviewed by management as an index in evaluating the maintenance of operating units and of groups of operating units under the same supervision or
category, in our cost conscious organization. In connection with this, original
investment in plant at the end of the year is converted to 1946 construction
cost index. This places values on a comparable cost basis. A set of construction cost conversion factor master cards and a set of construction group category
master cards, with a reproduced plant investment summary card, enables the
preparation of this report with an expenditure of ten manhours. The report
has the following appearance with, of course, extensive listing in the same
form:
CON ST R UCT ION CO ST CO MPARISO N REPORT
DECEMBER 31, 1951

3330

Storage facilities
Butadiene

1941
1948

3138

Main separator

1949

O R IG IN A L
COST

20,805
54,226

CONVERSION
FACTOR

COST
CONVERTED
TO 1946
INDEX

126
72

26,215
39,043

75,031
29,191
29,171
104,222

$

DESCRIPTION

YEAR
CAPITALIZED

$

OPERATING
ASSEMBLY
NO.

65,258
70
70

20,433
20,433
85,691

Another report relates to depreciation and calls for a Semi- annual Listing
of Average Investment in fixed assets (Exhibit 4). As previously indicated,
depreciation provisions are booked on an estimated basis monthly to certain
undistributed accounts, with detail distribution to individual operating assemblies
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SEMI - ANNUAL LISTING OF AVERAGE INVFZTMEINT
JUNE 30 , 19 51

INVESTMENT
GROUP

ACCOUNT CODE
SUB
DETAIL

MAIB A

21 -1
21 -I

25
25

11 61
1.162

756
756

21 -2
21 -2
21 -2

25
25
58

1142
1143
1200

756
756
756

1

A

INVES MKNT
CR GINAL COST AVERAGE INVEST.
XXX XXX XX
XX XXX XX
XXX XXX XXw

674

XXX XXX XX
X XXX XXX XX
XXX XXX XX
X XXX XXX

(A )

SIX MOS. DEPRECIATION PROVISION (A)

XXX XXX XX
XX XXX XX

XX XXX XX
X XXX XX

XXX XXX XX*

XX XXX XX

XXX XXX XX
X XXX XXX XX
XXX XXX XX
-XX XXX XXX XX* I

XX XXX XX
XXX XXX XX
XXX XXX XX
X XXX XXX XX

MANUALLY INSERTED ON TABULATING RUN BY PLANT LEDGER CLERK

EXHI BI T 4

every six months. A semi - annual listing of average investment serves as a
voucher document for the allocated six months' depreciation costs, from which
cost cards are keypunched. Information shown on the tabulated report includes
investment group number, operating assembly number, detail code, original
cost, and average investment. Depreciation provisions under each investment
group, taken from the group plant record control, are prorated back to each operating assembly, based on average investment. We are currently studying the
preparation of the complete voucher on machines, as we now have necessary
multiplier capacity.
In preparing the first six months' period report, the previous year's summary
cards, together with a reproduced set of the first five months' detail transactions cards, are factor multiplied. The previous year's summary cards take a
factor of 100 per cent while, to January transactions, a factor of 83.33 per
cent is applied and 66.66 per cent to February, etc. The tabulated report is
simply a summation of provisions by operating assemblies under each investment group of original cost at May 31 and average investment for the five
months. Listing of original cost is for balance purposes only.
Figures for fixed asset balances in convenient form are also prepared as a
report —this time an annual one. We have found over a period of years that
a great variety of special requests to the accounting division by operating units
and staff groups can be either satisfied or minimized by preparing an annual
investment balance report and giving the report fairly broad distribution. The
original cost of investment in each operating unit for each investment group,
with an average age, usually answers most of the requests. In addition to the
foregoing, the accrual reserve for the investment group, the net book value,
and the effective depreciation rate are indicated.
D E C E M B E R , 19.52
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ANNUAL INVESTMENT BALANCE REPORT
YEAR 1151

AMOUNT ORIGFNAL COST

INV.
GROUP

QVhIlAX111
ASSEMBL
NUMBER

671

WATER SUPPLY FACILITIES

b'11 U
071 0

- CERTIFIED

1555
3560
3562

67 1 0

X XXX XX
XX XXX XX

CERTIFIED

AGE WEIGHT FACTOR

TOTAL

NON- CERTIFIED

CERTIFIED

AVERAGE AGE
A0N_
CERTIFIED ICERTIUM D

XX XXX XX
XX XXX XX

xx XXX XX

XX XXX XX

XXX XXX XX

XXX XXX XX

XX

XXX XXX XX

XX

XXX XXX XX

Xxx XXX XX xxx XXX XX

XXX XXX XX

XX
XX

XX
XX

XXX XXX Xx xxx XXX XX

XXX XXX XX. x XXX XXX xx* x XXX XXX xx.

XX

XX

X XXX XXX XX x XXX XXx xx

EXHIBIT 5

In tabulating the annual Investment Balance Report (Exhibit 5) for use in
compiling a manually prepared statement, the previous year's summary cards
and the current year's transaction cards are used. A working card is summarized, sorted to year of capitalization, and the age gangpunched into the working
card from a set of age master cards. After multiplying and proving original
cost times age to obtain an average weighted amount, the cards are sorted and
the report tabulated, obtaining control totals on operating assembly number
and investment group, for both original cost and average weighted amount.
The printed report columns show the investment group number, operating assembly, original cost, total original cost, and average weighted amount. The
average age is determined by manually dividing the average weighted amount
by the original cost.
A fifth report, an Annual Listing of Average Monthly Investment (Exhibit
6), is occasioned by our Federal tax return in preparing the schedule of "data
for depreciation computation," a part of the Federal income tax working papers,
we use to advantage information contained in the punched cards, to supplement
manually prepared data. Average monthly investment values and calculated de-

ANNUAL LISTING OF
AVERAGE MONTHLY INVESTMENT

I

INVESTMENT
GROUP
40
40
40
40
40

AVERAGE MONTHLY INVESTMENT

NON - CERTIFIED

CERTIFIED

ESTIMATED DEPRECIATION AT NORMAL MANUAL RATES
NONCERTIFIED
CERTIFIED
TOTAL

TOTAL

STORAGE TANKS
1
2

3
4

X XXX
XXX
XXX
X XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

xx
XX
XX
XX

XX XXX XXX xx.

XXX XXX XX

XXX XXX XX

X xxx
XXX
XXX
X XXX

)DCX
XXX
XXX
XxX

XX
XX
XX
XX

XXX XXX XX. XX a x x xx a t

XXX XXX
XX XXX
X XXX
)= XXX

XX
XX
XX
XX

x a XXX XX.

X XXX XX

XX XXX XX

XXX XXX xx
XX XXX XX
x XXX XX
XXX XXX XX

XX XXX XX* XXX XXX XX_

EXHIBIT 6
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preciation at normal manual rates are arrived at by applying factors to data in
the current year's transactions cards through the month of November and then
combining the transaction cards with the previous year's summary cards to prepare the report.
These reports do not cover all of the recurring reports prepared on tabulating equipment. The foregoing descriptions are intended as an indication of
how we use the information contained in punched cards for fulfilling the more
important record requirements.
Evaluation of the System
Although some of the potential advantages of the machine application remain to be developed, the amount of accounting control exercised over plant
accounting activities has been increased substantially by having data available
in a flexible form. Despite the considerable volume of cards representing a great
many items of plant, summaries, and calculations, reports are prepared promptly
at a minimum cost and significant contributions are thus made to the management of the business.
Beside the flexibility provided by the system as now operated, an important
factor of direct interest to accounting management is the reduction in accounting costs which has occurred. Since installation, the manhours required annually
to perform the over -all plant accounting function have been reduced by 13,260.
This reduction has been realized in the face of a forty -seven per cent increase
in plant investment value due to expansion of facilities.
To sum it up, we do a more effective plant accounting job on machines for
less money.
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Accountants, Reports, and Words
by MILTON HUEBSCH
Controller, Ohmite Manufacturing Co., Chicago, Illinois

Reports may have an undue amount of detail or they may be shot
through with the technical language of accounting or they may contain a large number of business and shop terms inadequately defined.
For any one of these reasons, as the present author indicates, the
force of the report may be lost or it may receive no notice at all.
The accompanying article suggests means of making accounting fulfill
its purposes through development of the accountant's interpretive
functions.

has flourished during the last two decades.
It abounds with interesting and informative case studies of how companies solved specific problems. It
contains practical discussions of the
application of all facets of accounting
theories. It embraces treatises on the
interpretation of complex government
regulations, a burden largely shouldered by our profession. There is no
question but that our own N.A.C.A.
has made and is continuing to make
outstanding contributions to this literature. The growth of literature on a
subject indicates its growing up and
coming of age. Accounting has come
of age during this period.
There is one respect, however, in
which we have not grown up. We do
not write good reports. It is amazing how few persons one comes across

A
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in business who express themselves
well in writing. It is an exceedingly
important matter, especially for accountants. The day is long past when
we can submit page after page of
statements and statistical data and expect an executive to take action or
even to read through and digest our
prodigious efforts at giving facts.
There is altogether too much pressure
on him. We must accept, as part of
our responsibility, the condensation of
this data and interpretation of the
most significant points. We must develop the ability to present these points
in a manner which is both readily understandable and interesting. This
means several things.
The Results Must Ad d Up to
Skilled Interpretation

We must for the most part, keep for
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

ourselves the mass of figures which
we have accumulated and pick the
meaning out of them for the use of
others. We must consider them as
work sheets, as data which a scientist
accumulates in making his experiments. They are the medium for arriving at the truth and, when properly tabulated and classified, will reveal it. One simple sentence can be
backed up by masses of tests and observations and figures, requiring years
to accumulate. When this conclusion
is evident, it becomes the important
thing and all the rest becomes more or
less the evidence for proving the truth.
We also must learn to express ourselves clearly, concisely, and interestingly. I do not mean to imply that
we must become literary masters, but
we certainly must use proper grammar and punctuation, and we must
make our points briefly and forcefully.
Remember that we are not writing for
the sake of writing —we have a message to deliver and we want to make
it strike home. There is a reason for
writing the report. We want to point
out certain results, call attention to
particular problems, or make certain
recommendations.
In addition, in accepting the responsibility for interpreting, we must have
the highest level of integrity and objectivity. We must have the scientific
attitude and read what the facts are,
not what we would like to have them
be. We are only human and it is much
too easy to consider personalities, to
DE CE MB E R, 1 95 2

have an "axe to grind," or to harp on
a pet grievance out of all proportion
to its real importance. Confidence in
our integrity is so basic a necessity that,
if we do not inspire it, we had better
not begin this work. We had better
climb back on the high stool and pull
the green shade down over our eyes.
A First Principle Is to Consider
Your Audience

Further, we must be psychologists
enough to learn the type of presentation which our readers like. Reference
was made previously to the busy executive. However, our reports are not
always to those of higher rank. They
are also to those who have positions
beneath ours in the organization. The
important thing is to learn the
strengths and the weaknesses of the
person to whom your report is addressed and to take full advantage of
the situation. We must "sell" our
ideas. People are never too receptive.
To expect them to rush to us, as to
some sage, and implore us to pour out
our words of wisdom, is asking a
little too much. We must take the
initiative and make others want our
ideas and recommendations. Most accountants are notoriously poor salesmen, both by temperament and by
training, and it is at this point that
we really "miss the boat." However,
there is no reason at all to accept the
predicament and not to try to make
progress in this direction.
A business organization is composed
339

of human beings. We must deal with
them constantly and learn to get our
message through. We can do so only
by talking the language of the people
we are dealing with, not ours. We
must be adept enough to learn many
languages, because different people react differently, and we must translate
our language into theirs. Few people
can "take" many figures. Many people
can take a few. Some love data presented in chart form. With some you
can get a little dramatic to force your
point. Others would resent this. With
some people you must be blunt. With
others an indirect hint is sufficient to
move their thoughts along the lines
which you wish.
Talking the language of the people
we are dealing with (not ours)
means, when we start writing, to forget debits, credits, and trial balances
and whether or not the last penny on
the last accrual is properly reflected.
These are techniques to accomplish
an end. We delegate them to our
clerks and must understand them to
assure ourselves that our data is correct. Once having done that, let us
not permit these details to clutter up
our minds. We must project ourselves
into the other fellow's problems if we
want to influence him and if we want
to effectively use our accounting.
Although the starting point of effective expression should be found in
our schooling, the ability must constantly be developed and improved by
practice on the "firing line," by a self 360

analysis of where we have succeeded
and where we have failed to get our
points across, by discarding unsuccessful attempts, and by probing further
to refine techniques which have
achieved results. Do not be afraid of
trying something entirely new, of
dropping an occasional bomb. If you
believe you are right, do not be dashed
to the ground by the first or second
rebuff, or by the lack of response. Try
to get the same idea across with a different presentation. If you are right,
you can risk repetition of the point.
But change the method of attack. If
you once bump your head against a
stone wall by attempting to butt
through it, you may be able to learn
that you can get beyond the wall by
climbing over it or by going around
the end.
The author of a report must remember that he has spent considerable
time in analyzing data and arriving at
a conclusion. The person who gets it
is not going to come around to the
conclusion in a few minutes just because the writer says it is so, especially
if he has been doing a thing in a
different way for years. It takes time
sometimes to get an idea across. An
example or two from experience may
illustrate the point.
Some time ago I was given the job
of administering the company's incentive plan. Working with it soon convinced me that it embodied some basic
fallacies. I prepared an exhaustive analysis to prove my point, and subN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

mitted what I thought was a monumental report, complete with recommendations, substantiating data, and
discussion of all phases of the problem. I was proud of the scope of this
report (if I remember correctly, some
forty pages, with about a dozen
lengthy tables of figures), but was
considerably chagrined to get no response at all. It missed the mark completely and I sold no one the idea except myself.
I then started chopping away at the
problem in much smaller doses whenever the opportunity arose and submitted separate reports driving home
the same idea related to different
points being emphasized at different
times. During the mad production
rush following Korea, when everyone
was "beating his brains out" to increase production, it became opportune to stress how the ideas on changing the incentive system would increase production. When business
slackened and there was more emphasis on economy, it became advantageous to show how this same idea
would prevent paying bonuses where
they were not earned (which was happening under the existing system). In
another report, a mathematical fallacy
in making the computation was exposed and the cost involved was
pointed out. Finally, after considerable time and after a test of the proposed incentive plan in an isolated
situation, management became thoroughly sold and is now exceedingly
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impatient to push the idea much further.
On other occasions I learned that
the two men in our organization to
whom a majority of my reports were
addressed, simply hated long reports.
They would like to have the entire
problem presented and solved on one
page. Sometimes this is impossible
and I had some measure of success by
simply saying so. I have begun reports informally by a statement "sorry
to make this report so long, but the
problem is much too complex and
there is far too much at stake for the
company to do less than consider this
matter thoroughly." Then I would
list a summary of my conclusions and
follow with detailed discussion of each
under a heading keyed to the outline
in the summary.
Conveying Meanings by Words

I have also found that the use of
particular words does not produce the
reaction in others that it does in accountants. The reaction to a word, like
the reaction to a situation, is largely
governed by past experience with it
and tends to be emotional rather than
rational. I had a very interesting experience with the word "budgets" and
got into several violent arguments. I
found that the connotations were with
government budgets and fixed appropriations. The operating vice president refused to use the word "budgets," although he was thinking of
the principles of variable budgeting all
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along. He called these principles,
"control factors."
The matter of being more precise in
the use of words is, in fact, of great
importance. Inconsistency or inaccuracy in the use of words, when recognized in accountants, is a little
amusing because, when we deal with
figures, we have been described as
"carrying our inaccuracies to the third
or fourth decimal place." When we
deal with words we often swing far
to the other extreme.
Words are a mechanism for expressing ideas. We may know what we
mean, but to put our thoughts in
words which bring to other people exactly what we want them to, is an art
which must be carefully cultivated.
The loose use of words is not confined
to accountants. It is very common.
However, the point here is that accountants, who pride themselves on
being exacting about other matters, are
no more careful about words than
people generally.
When several men attend a meeting and a definite decision on a problem is reached, each man often leaves
the meeting thinking he knows exactly what the entire decision is and
yet each one has a different interpretation of it. Often each will issue conflicting orders. That is also why it
is a good idea to confirm a decision
made in a telephone conversation and
to confirm any oral instruction.
I have seen many innocent misun562

derstandings which led to distrust, arguments, and serious personnel problems because the words used were not
precise enough. There is always an
enormous waste of time straightening
out the matter after the harm is done,
and we never accomplish what we
could have if the misunderstanding
had been avoided. We could often
have devoted a fraction of the time to
thinking about the choice of words
beforehand and so have done away
with any chance of misinterpretation.
It is really alarming how often the
expression, "I didn't understand it
that way," is heard. It is the business
of those giving orders to see that they
are not misunderstood. If an order is
misunderstood in war, a battle may
be lost, and hundreds of lives destroyed. If an interne or a nurse misunderstands a doctor's orders, the patient may die. If the bus driver or
pilot misunderstands instructions, he
imperils the lives of the passengers.
Business decisions and related orders
which are misunderstood, can also
have very serious consequences.
Defining Words In Standard
Practice Instructions

In some cases, we have learned to
be very specific. For example, in writing a purchase order, we leave no
doubt in the vendor's mind concerning what we want to buy. In specifications for a construction project, the
very word indicates the pains we take
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to be specific about the measurements,
type of materials, type of finish, and
countless other details. Instructions
for inspection must, of necessity, be
very specific, giving precisely the tolerances which are and which are not acceptable and instructing exactly how
the measurements are to be taken and
how much of a sample constitutes a
sufficient test. Yet, in other areas
equally important, we are very lax.
The matter of precision of expression is especially important in the field
of writing standard practice instructions, which is often a responsibility
of the accounting department. I would
like to cite a few examples to illustrate
the point. In a standard practice instruction dealing with tool room activities in our company, we attempted
to set up the proper accounting for
construction of new tools. At first
blush, it would seem that no one could
misunderstand this, but a very little
thought will immediately force us to
define what we mean by "tools" and
what we mean by "new," so the first
two points in this section of the instruction read as follows:
I. The word "tools" as used in this Standard Practice Instruction will be understood to include tools, dies, jigs, fixtures and machines.
2. The word "new" means any tool, die,
jig, fixture, or machine which is being
made and numbered for the first time.
The fact that there may be an identical tool in existence does not alter
the fact that the one being constructed is now. In other words, the
term "new" applies to each individual
tool, and not to the type of tool.
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In the operation of our incentive
system, the term, "day work," is frequently used. To the time study man,
it formerly meant any labor operation
for which a rate was not yet set, regardless of whether it was direct labor
or indirect labor. To the foreman it
meant a direct labor operation only,
one to which the rate could not be
applied, regardless of whether we had
a rate or not. Suppose there was an
operation which could not be performed correctly because of poor material, or because of machine trouble,
and the rate was of necessity withdrawn until the standard conditions
were restored. The foreman would
consider the operation as day work.
The time study man would not. We
forced a meeting of the minds by
using the following terms and definitions, which we think are sufficiently
precise:
"Day work" is a direct labor operation for which a standard rate
has not been established.
"Off standard" is a direct labor
operation for which a standard rate
has been established but, for certain specific reasons, cannot be used
under the circumstances. Therefore,
the operator is not rated on this operation, but the treatment in the
incentive system is quite different
from treatment of day work.
As a result, the accounting distinction between direct and indirect labor
has been accepted by all parties con563

cerned. If a rate is set for an indirect Better Writing Means
operation, it is called "rated indirect." Greater Usefulness
If there is no rate it is called "unAs we acquire more knowledge
rated indirect."
about a subject and its specialties, the
To give another example, we at- need for more precise use of words intempted to write a standard practice creases. A tree may be just a tree. For
instruction on, "scrap." It is very inother purposes it must be specified to
teresting how loosely this simple word, be (say) an oak tree or further deso common in industry, is used. This fined as a white oak. For the tree
is not peculiar to our company. I have
surgeon, perhaps, it must be classified
found no meeting of the minds on it,
still further. A man may have a
among either production men, engi- broken leg. To the doctor it is a
neers, or accountants. Here is a quo- simple fracture or a compound fractation from our standard practice in- ture of such and such a bone. A cerstruction which resulted from our tain stamp may be interesting to
labors.
people generally. To the philatelist,
Definition of rejects, scrap and re- it is a stamp of such and such an issue,
work—
watermarked, or unwatermarked, etc.,
(a) Rejects —Units which do not meet the
etc. We live in an age of specializaspecifications and hence do not pass
tion and must adjust ourselves to it.
inspection.
(b) Scrap— Rejects which cannot be corHow far we should go in being prerected to meet the specification. They
cise about words depends upon the
have to be thrown out, or they may
be salvaged into their component
situation.
We must use our common
parts, or changed into other parts
or units. These are salvaging operasense about it. We must get our extions, and the possibility that they
act thought across to the people wi t h
may be performed does not alter the
fact that the original units are scrap.
whom we are dealing. There is no
(c) Rework —Labor to alter, correct, take
need
to be overly complex when the
apart, and put together again units
rejected so that they will meet the situation does not warrant it.
same specification.
There is no question in my mind
(d) Salvage— Operations performed on
scrapped units to reclaim the parts that in industrial accounting, we have
or to change them into other parts or
made much more progress on techniother units.
These examples only illustrate the cal matters than we have in the art of
problem of word meanings. Any in- transmitting our knowledge to others
dustrial accountant, if at all observing and expressing precisely what we
and self critical, could give many mean. Our efforts in this direction
others from experience.
will increase our usefulness.
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Turnover of Maintenance Supplies
Here reported upon, for its general interest, is a brief survey of turnover rates applicable to maintenance supplies inventories carried for
factory and service functions in the chemical industry. The survey
was made by the Association's Technical Service Department in response to a member inquiry.

for
T maintenance supplies — like turnHE USE OF TU RN OVE R FIGU RE S

over figures on materials, work in
process and finished goods inventories
—has definite limitations when used
to compare one company with another
and even greater limitations when used
to compare one industry with another.
In addition to the usual differences
between physical assets of two plants,
their types of production processes and
their varieties of products, there are
also, in the case of maintenance expenditures, differences in regularity
and extent of maintenance programs.
The fact that some types of maintenance are postponable often gives rise
to different types of programs. To how
great an extent this is the situation
with respect to the companies replying to this survey, is not shown in responses. It can be kept in mind, however, that the nine replies tabulated
below were all from larger industrial
chemical or pharmaceutical manufacturers.
Nature of the Inquiry

Members who received this limited
survey were asked to calculate their
DE CE MB E R, 1 95 2

turnover rate on the following formula:
Turnover rate = Us age - Start of year
inventory—End of year inventory.

They were also asked to state in
what ways the composition and handling of their inventories differed
from the following description of
these inventories in the inquiring company:
I. Inventory includes all maintenance and
supplies materials or factory and service
functions, such as laboratory, warehouse,
power plant, laundry, receiving department, etc.
2. Inventory does not include maintenance
and supplies materials for use on the
outside of buildings and grounds or
large replacement parts valued at over
$200.
Inventory is charged in and out at
standard cost.
4. Operations are on a 24 hour 6 day week
basis.

In most cases the composition of
the inventories was substantially the
same as described above and, in those
cases where different, it was stated
that the difference was not material.
The principal features of interest developed by the survey responses are
included in the following table:
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Company #1

#2

#3
#4
#5
#6
#7

# 8 & #9

1950 -51
1949 -50
1948 -49
1948
1949
1950
50/51
1 yr.
3 yr. average
—
1948
1949
1950
—

Turnover
rates
1.27
1.26
1.43

Inventory
Charge in- Charge out
Actual cost on First in
First out
(Previous
months
Average)

2.2
1.8
2.0

(Actual)

.784
1.52
1.2
4 -5 times

First in First out
(Actual)
(Standard)
(Actual)
(Actual)
(Standard) (Standard)

Operations
24 hr. 7 day week

24 hr. 5 day week
24 hr. 7 day week
24 hr. 7 day week
8 hr. 5 day week
8 hr. 5 day week

1.62
(Actual)
(Actual)
1.05
1.19
Maintenance supplies are charged directly to expense
when purchased.

Companies Nos. 5, 6 & 7 are primarily pharmaceutical companies. The others are largely
chemicals.
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THE

COST

ACCOUNTING FOR BETTERMENTS
INSTALLED ON ROUTINE
MAINTENANCE JOBS

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
I N AC CO UNTIN G
FOR BUILDINGS and
equipment, there is ever present the prob-

lem of distinguishing between maintenance
and betterment expenditures. In the case
of major expenditures, the problem is not
very difficult, as generally, these outlays
can be readily recognized as either adding to
or not a dding to the value of the property
or to its ultimate useful life. However,
numerous smaller expenditures may fall
into either category, depending on the
yardstick applied, with the result that detailed scrutiny of the charges is required.
This problem is frequently magnified by
the necessity of relying, in large measure,
upon interpretations made by engineers
and construction personnel not acquainted
with the accounting problems involved.
The discussion which follows relates to
a phase of this problem encountered in
connection with betterment expenditures
made during the course of routine repairs
to large oil refinery facilities. Certain of
such expenditures were clearly of a real
betterment nature, whereas others involved
a strong element of maintenance. In order
to simplify the accounting detail involved
and at the same time maintain the records
within the limits of reasonable accuracy,
a method was devised which may be of
interest to others faced with similar problems.
The general background to the problem
is important to discussion of it. During
the cou rse of rou tine repair work on large
oil refinery facilities, it is often feasible
DE CE MB E R, 1 95 2

FORUM

and necessary to install parts of a design
and /or quality superior to that already in
place, which do not extend the life of the
principal facility. Experience has shown
that betterments of this nature are made
either shortly after the original installation or towards the end of the normal
service of the particular part. This is because, if a piece of equipment is really
inadequate in its performance, the fact is
ordinarily discovered early in its life and
replacement is made during an early shutdown of the facility. On the other hand,
if the performance of original equipment
is marginally acceptable, as it often is,
it is probable that it will be allowed to
remain in service until most of its useful
life has been exhausted. In this way the
greatest utilization of its value is realized
to that point. Replacement with improved
equipment is then made if the remaining
life expectancy of the principal facility
justifies it. Between these extremes, a
smaller number of betterment replacements
will be made.
If, as in the first instance, the item being replaced with a betterment has been
in service a relatively short time, there
obviously has been little use of it from a
service standpoint and its replacement can
hardly be associated with maintenance or
repairs. Therefore, the conventional handling would be to write off the old and
capitalize the new in its entirety.
However, if the improvement is installed a t or nea r the time of the approximate exhaustion of the older item —as in
the second case —or after it has served in
place for a significant period of time, a
situation exists in which maintenance expense has been incurred up to the cost
567

of replacement of like kind and quality
and a betterment has been realized for the
cost in excess of this. If, in these latter
cases, the old item were to be written off
and the improvement capitalized, both in

the over- or under - statement of maintenance
or capitalization is equalized in this way
and the volume of work in making engineering estimates of a specific percentage
of wear factor for each and every item,

their entirety, there would be no charge
to maintenance expense. Yet, in point of
fact, some degree of maintenance cost has
been sustained and, unless procedures are
evolved to recognize this fact, the maintenance expense for a given facility would
be understated. Refinery managements have
recognized this, knowing that, unless maintenance expense actually sustained is clearly
identified, the figures provided for it would
not be a reliable index. They would not
serve as a basis for controlling expenditures or to provide historical statistics required for economic projections of future
operations of either existing or contemplated facilities.
If the principle of isolating the maintenance factor were to be carried into procedure for every transaction, there would
ensue a considerable volume of detail work,
not only accounting -wise but also by the
engineering staff. Therefore, since experience has indicated that the greater number
of betterment replacements of the character
dealt with here, occur early or late in the
life cycle of the original equipment, it
seemed to be taking only a reasonable
liberty with exactness to split the differ-

is avoided.
Admittedly there is in this method an
arbitrary element but, in a large refinery,
many people must be acquainted with and

ence.
On this basis, if the item being replaced with an improvement is less than
fifty per cent worn -out in service, the old
installation is written off and the new
installation capitalized. On the other ha nd,
if the item replaced with an improvement
is fifty per cent or more worn -out in service, the cost of replacement up to like
kind a nd qu ality is charged to maintenance
expense and the net material betterment
cost capitalized. Within reasonable limits,
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trained in accounting practices. The more
simple the method within reasonable limits,
the fewer problems are experienced in its
administration. In following the procedure
above outlined, it is felt that greater cooperation, acceptance, and reliance on figures
have been achieved at a minimum of cost.
L. L. SWEET, Los Angeles Chapter

AC C R U AL AC C OU N T I N G F OR BAN K S ?

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
STRANGELY ENOUGH, bankers are always
demanding of their borrowers accurate upto -date information on earnings when they
themselves are content to use an a ntiqu ated
system. Most country banks and some banks
in larger cities maintain their books on a
cash basis. I think it is fa ir to say tha t this
system is the one most generally used in
banks having assets of twenty -five million
dollars or less. The reason for the use of
this system is primarily the reluctance of
bankers to change methods of operation.
However, the cash basis is not without
its merits. Certainly, it reduces bank accounting to the simplest possible form.
Being simple, the problems of a uditing and
verifying assets a nd deposits are reduced to
a minimum. Furthermore, the accounting
knowledge of banking personnel need not
be as great as that required to operate the
books on an accrual basis. On the other
hand, cash basis accounting for banks has
one disadvantage which, in my opinion,
far out - weighs all of its advantages. It is
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almost impossible to determine earnings accurately for any period less than a year and,
even for a year, the apparent earnings can
be wide of the mark. If monthly statements are prepa red, the comparison of one
month with another or with the same
month in the past years is very confusing.
For example, an institution having net a nnual earnings of approximately $90,000 has
monthly earnings within the year as high
as $50,000 and losses as great as $13,000.
Possibly some bank auditor or accountant
can determine to his own satisfaction the
actual rate of earnings for his bank. His
fellow officers and his directors are not
likely to be patient enough to hear and
understand the involved explanation.
For a smaller bank the accrual system
likewise has some disadvantages. Usually,
only one or two persons in the organization have sufficient "know -how" to operate
the system. They have other duties. Either
they must treat these other duties as secondary or they will delay the bank accounting operation and the preparation of the
daily balance sheet. In bank accounting,
speed is essential. The u sual pra ctice is to
prepare a statement of assets and liabilities
daily and to ha ve it availa ble early the following morning. The accrual system complicates the general ledger operation and
requires a higher level of ability in the general ledger department.
Some banks have found an answer in
maintaining an accrual system on subsidiary records apart from the general ledger.
They have retained the advantages of an
accrual system and avoided its disadvantages. In our institution, such a system has
been in operation for fifteen years and has
proved very successful.

W e have found

that monthly earning reports are frequent
enough and

that reports prepared more

often entail a needless amount of work.
The officer responsible for the accrual sys-
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tem can do the necessary work when he has
the time available. Any accrual system,
whether set up on the general books or on
subsidiary records, entails some additional
work. It is almost essential to operate such
a system in conju nction with a bu dget and
it is necessary to analyze loans and bonds
by interest rate.
Apart from the more accurate earning
information, other benefits can be secured
from the accrual system. The collection of
all the income to which the bank is entitled
can be much more readily verified and a
stricter control will automatically be maintained over expenses. Also, it is not generally realized that bank defalcations most
easily concealed are the diversion of the
bank's income or the pa dding of expenses.
When the current earning period is past,
the chance of such a defalcation being detected diminishes rapidly. This is in marked
contrast to the situation of the embezzler
who manipulate asset and liability accounts.
(He ca n never stop. He mu st live with his
crime every day and he knows that it will
be detected sooner or later.) An accrual
system can be very helpfu l in detecting any
manipulations of the bank's income or expense accounts. Furthermore, it mak es not
one bit of difference for this purpose
whether or not the accruals a re on the general ledger or on subsidiary ledgers.
PAUL J. KELLER, Lancaster Chapter
IS IT A STANDARD COST SYSTEM?

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
IN DISCUSSING COST SYSTEMS with various
cost accountants, controllers, and treasurers,
we find a surprisingly frequent misconception of the term "standard costs." In pa rticular, many firms can be found which
use a cost system under which they charge
inventories with the actual costs of all
materials and labor (although they may
use a normal burden rate) and relieve
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inventories at a pre - determined or estimated product cost. It always surprises
me to hear any one refer to this system
as a standard cost system. A more appropriate term would seem to be an estimated
cost or pre - determined cost system.
Other firms may go a step or two further, establishing purchase price standards
for materials and some form of labor standards, and picking up variances at their
source. They then confuse the procedure
by revising standards at odd intervals without regard for inventories. This practice
spoils what otherwise might be a true
standard cost system.
Standard costs were developed to fulfill
certain minimum requirements and, to be
worthy of the name, such a system should
provide for at least the following:
I. Positive inventory control.
2. Early derivation of control data.
3. Minimum clerical effort.

A fourth benefit of standard costs, that
of providing comparatively constant product costs for the establishment of selling
prices, can perhaps be regarded as a byproduct of the derivation of control data
at the earliest practical stage.
The requirements enumerated above may
be elaborated u pon as follows:
1. Positive control over inventories is
obtained through the use of standard
valuations for standard quantities.
As a result, any difference between
book and physical inventory values
must necessarily represent quantity
differences, whether caused by unreported transactions, dishonesty, or inaccuracies. The basic principle of
standard costs requires that all inventory transactions be handled in
and ou t a t the sa me va lu es. In other
words, we take out only what we
have put in, and hence must put in
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only what we are going to take out.
When we find it necessary to revise
standards, we must consider the effect
on inventories. Therefore we generally revise only at the time of a
physical inventory and compute our
inventories at both old and new
standards. The difference can thus
be directly accounted for at the time
when it is introduced.
If standard costs are supplemented by
a priced perpetual inventory, the system even provides reasonable safeguards against many types of serious
clerical errors.
2. Derivation of management control
data at the earliest practical stage is
accomplished by reducing all costs
to standard at the time when they
are incurred or as soon as possible
thereafter. Thus, the effect of virtually every transaction upon ultimate
profit can be determined soon after
the transaction occurs, instead of
weeks and perhaps even months later.
Unfavorable conditions can be revealed in time to permit steps to be
taken to correct them.
3. Minimum clerical effort has been one
of the chief considerations in the
establishment of many standard cost
systems. The u se of the principa l of
"accounting by exception" usually
means that exceptions are accounted
for at source, and, thereafter, all
transactions
(at
standard)
are
handled in bulk.
I have no quarrel with the use of predetermined or estimated cost systems under
certain conditions. The point to be made
is that their users should know the difference and not be under the erroneous
conception that they have true standard
cost systems.
C. L. SHABINO, Chicago Chapter
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PUNCH-CARD SORT -DOWNS SAVE
INVENTORY HOURS

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
T A K I N G P H Y S I C A L I N V E N T O R Y and pricing it is generally no easy task. Most of
us are constantly on the lookout for shortcuts, always mindful of our basic requirements. Immediately following last year's
inventory, we made a thorough study of
our inventory procedures and adopted
some important changes which provide us
with more timely and complete data than

ever before.
A new ticket was designed so that all
sorting, listing, and summarizing could be
done on our tabulating equipment. In
laying out this card, we not only kept in
mind the most efficient means of key punching but also looked for a design which
would add ease and accuracy when marking the tickets. The ticket has an original
which is attached to the inventoried goods
and a carbon copy tabulating card. In one
writing, therefore, we record the same information on both cards. All information
is later punched directly into the tabulating
card.
"Inventory grou p" is punched, so that
we can sort and summarize the various
inventories by value. The columns "mate.
rial type" and "gau ge" give us the breakdown for our raw material inventory, both
for valuation and adjustment of perpetual
records. Material type also allows us to
detail the parts classification for work -inprocess and finished goods. Other columns
are also punched whenever it means a
better sort.
Most important, real saving in time of
pricing inventory is effected because we
can sort and re -sort so easily. Material,
labor and burden are figured separately for
finished goods and work -in- process. This is
possible because we can sort quickly at any
point. Total material used for all the
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finished goods of a certain material type is
added by the tabula tor and the dollar total
arrived at in one price extension, a real
short -cut. Direct labor is figured, punched
into all cards, and then summarized by the
tabulator. Labor costing is aided by sorting
washer type and size for similar parts.
The burden rate is then applied to total
direct labor.
W e make no special sort for pricing
stock items because all stock finished goods
were costed at unit values which include
material. These standards are brought up
to date ju st prior to the fisca l closing da te.
The listing of this value is separate from
our valuation of the finished goods specials.
There is a detail sort to put all cards
in the same sequence as the perpetual records. (Perpetual inventory records are used
for all stock items but not for finished
goods specials. Specials go through the
production process relatively fast and a
perpetual inventory for them would not be
worth its keep.) This summary report
lists the actual physical weight inventoried for each size under every washer
type. The list is then compared with the
perpetual records and adjustments made
where necessary.
The ease of sorting and summarizing
has also aided us in analyzing the inventory after the final total valuation is
noted in the ledger. The important part
here is that this new analysis points to
even better short -cuts and sounder refinements for subsequent years. Not only
will future inventories be better, but our
part number system, which we have been
working on, should improve beca use of our
sort -down experience with washer type,
size, gauge, and material type. This new
parts classification is a "natu ral" for
punch -card sort -down and should effect
further economies.
HAROLD W. ALBRECHT, Milwaukee Chapter
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